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Abstract
Separating and sorting cells and micro-organisms from a heterogeneous mixture is a
fundamental step in biological, chemical and clinical studies, enabling regenerative medicine,
stem cell research, clinical sample preparation and improved food safety. Particle and cell
manipulation by ultrasound acoustic waves provides the capability of separation of cells on the
basis of their size and physical properties. Offering the advantages of relatively large
microfluidic volumes in a label-free, contactless and biocompatible manner. Consequently, the
discovery of alternative methods for precise manipulation of cells and particles is of highly
demand.
This thesis describes a novel approach of ultrasound acoustic manipulation of particles and
cells. The principle of operation of the dynamic acoustic field method is described
accompanied with acoustic separation simulations. Furthermore, the complete fabrication and
characterisation of two types of ultrasound devices is given. The first one is a bulk acoustic
wave (BAW) device and the second is a surface acoustic wave (SAW) device.
Successful experiments using the BAW device for sorting different diameter particles with a
range from 5 to 45 μm are demonstrated, also experiments for sorting particles depending on
their density are presented. Moreover, experiments of the proposed method for sorting porcine
dorcal root ganglion (DRG) cells from a heterogeneous mixture of myelin debris depending on
their size are displayed. Experimental results of sorting cells depending on their stiffness are
demonstrated. Experiments using the fabricated SAW device for sorting different diameter
particles in a constant flow with a range from 1 μm to 10 μm are presented. Furthermore,
experiments of the proposed method for sorting live from dead Htert cells depending on their
mechanical properties, i.e. stiffness are displayed.
As a side project a new idea for dynamic acoustic manipulation by rotating the acoustic field
is demonstrated. The basic principles of this method and the simulations for verifying this
concept are displayed. Experiments for sorting 10 μm from 3 μm polystyrene particles are
presented, with two different types of the dynamic acoustic rotating field being examined.
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1.

Introduction

1.1 Motivation of technology
Particle manipulation has been a topic of interest among researchers for the past few decades
because it can be beneficial to many applications that require a contactless handling technique.
Precise control of particles, molecules and biological cells has become of major importance in
life sciences and medicine, with applications in tissue engineering, biochemical analysis and
cell separation and sorting.
New techniques have been developed for throughput cell manipulation that are capable of
trapping and transporting biological cells in liquid using acoustic forces in an ultrasound field
[1]. Researchers have developed a variety of patterning and sorting techniques for
microparticles such as micro-contact printing [2], optical tweezing [3], optoelectronic tweezing
[4], magnetic tweezing [5], dielectrophoresis [6], evanescent waves/plasmonics [7],
hydrodynamic flows [8] and ultrasonic manipulation [9], including bulk acoustic wave-based
acoustophoresis [10]. These significant advances of contactless means of manipulations of
particles and cells, have driven the scientific society to explore further capabilities of the
aforementioned techniques.
Furthermore, the ultrasound acoustic manipulation technique is advantageous in many aspects,
such as the low cost, non-invasive technique allowing cell viability, easy integration of
microfluidic systems and generation of appropriate forces to handle cells of size of less than
10 μm. These advantages are essential in numerous biological studies and clinical applications,
such as molecular biology, pathology, immunology, genetics, and medical diagnostics and
therapeutics [11]. Among the numerous biological applications a lot of interest has been shown
in cell filtering [12] and concentration [13], cell separation and sorting [14], [15], [16], [17],
[18], cell washing and mixing in a continuous manner [19], [20], cell patterning [21] and
immobilisation [22], enhancement of the sensitivity of bioassays [23], [24], culturing and
proliferation of cells in suspension [25] and increasing throughput in continuous flow
acoustophoresis [26].
Due to the on-going growth of the technology in terms of applications, the miniaturization and
automation of cell-based applications in biotechnology is of high importance and is dependent
on the development of flexible tools for non-intrusive manipulation of bio-particles. Thus new
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approaches and techniques are under investigation, in order to achieve high-throughput
dynamic manipulation.

1.2 Aim and objectives
Ultrasound devices for particle manipulation that already exist have demonstrated valuable
capabilities. However, drawbacks include the lack of repeatability, in some cases lack of
dynamic control of the acoustic landscape, unstable generated forces that can lead to
differences in the movement of particles of the same properties. Furthermore, some methods
allow only small particle displacement and some other lack of flexibility due to the dimensional
limitations of the transducers.
These disadvantages and limitations drove the aims and objectives of the work presented in
this thesis, with the aims being recited as follows:
Firstly, the aim of this research is to achieve particle sorting using a BAW device in the
preliminary work [27] by utilising a novel approach where two opposing transducers form
standing waves. Continuously changing the phase of one of the opposing transducers with
respect to the other results in the translation of the nodes and antinodes, thus allowing particles
and cells to move with this translation of the nodes. The advantages of this technique is the
high degree of separation selectivity, very stable generated forces allowing better spatial
separation of particles and cells, with the objective of increasing the selectivity of the device,
thus achieving separation of sub populations of high purity but also high efficiency.
Secondly, the objective to verify the repeatability of the method and to define the best region
of operation of the technique and the limits of the device was completed by fabricating a device
with the same properties and by repeating a vast number of experiments already taken with the
device from the preliminary work.
One more aim was to prove the capability of particle separation of different populations
depending on their size but also the capability of particle separation regarding their density, by
the same device using the dynamic acoustic field method. Furthermore, the aim of proving the
capability of the proposed method to translate to real life applications for sorting cells
depending on their size or stiffness.
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The last objective of this thesis was to fabricate a new SAW device aiming to achieve a high
throughput sorter utilising the aforementioned proposed method.

1.3 Thesis outline
This thesis is divided into seven chapters and a brief description of each chapter is provided as
follows.
Chapter 2 displays a review of the literature of particle and cell manipulation technologies,
giving an overview of the working principles and applications. A more in depth analysis of
acoustophoretic techniques is given, for bulk acoustic wave devices, surface acoustic wave
devices and implementation of microfluidic channels for biological applications.
Chapter 3 demonstrates the fundamental theory of ultrasound, ultrasonic transducers, materials
with piezoelectric properties and ultrasound standing waves. The ultrasound acoustic radiation
forces are being exploited along with the effect of the acoustic streaming. Surface acoustic
wave theory is displayed in conjunction with the wave propagation on the substrate and the
liquid medium of the particle transmission for such a device.
Chapter 4 describes the principle of operation of the proposed method of this work for dynamic
acoustic manipulation of particles and cells. Acoustic separation simulations are displayed
along with control mechanisms including Labview. Furthermore, the complete fabrication and
characterisation of two types of ultrasound device are given. The first one is a bulk acoustic
wave device and the second a surface acoustic wave device.
Chapter 5 displays the experimental setup used in this work for using the BAW device.
Experiments for sorting different diameter particles with a range from 5 to 45 μm are given,
but also experiments for sorting particles depending on their density are presented. Moreover,
experiments of the proposed method are displayed for sorting porcine DRG cells from a
heterogeneous mixture of myelin debris depending on their size and also sorting cells by their
mechanical properties, i.e. stiffness. A summary of this work is included.
Chapter 6 presents the experimental setup used in this work for using the SAW device.
Experiments for sorting different diameter particles in a constant flow with a range from 1 to
10 μm are presented. Furthermore, experiments showing the translation to real life applications
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of the proposed method are displayed for sorting live from dead cells depending on their
mechanical properties, i.e. stiffness. A summary of this work is included.
Chapter 7 describes a new idea for dynamic acoustic manipulation by rotating the acoustic
field, which was implemented in parallel as part of this thesis. The basic concept of this method
is displayed, while the simulations for verifying this concept are demonstrated. Experiments
for sorting different diameter polystyrene particles of 3 to 10 μm are presented. Two different
types of the dynamic acoustic rotating field are being investigated. A summary of this work is
included.
Chapter 8 summarises the conclusions of this research work and discusses potential future
work.
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2.

Background - Literature review

2.1 Introduction
Over the years, advances have been made for manipulating particles by using different
techniques either by contact (invasive) or contactless (non-invasive) means. Due to the
preference over non-invasive methods, several contactless manipulation techniques have been
developed. The more promising ones presented in the literature are the hydrodynamic methods,
magnetic tweezers, optical tweezers, dielectrophoresis and acoustic tweezers or
acoustophoresis.
In the hydrodynamic field a particle is subjected to hydrodynamic forces which are dependent
on the velocity of the fluid with respect to the particle. Hydrodynamic methods have been
widely used in the field of cell biology and analytical chemistry in order to focus particles in a
fluid stream for applications such as cell counting, sorting in flow cytometers and fluorescence
activated cell sorters. An example of the hydrodynamic method is shown in Figure 2.1. The
main method used in flow cytometry is hydrodynamic focusing due to its ability to drive high
volumes of particles and cells at high speed flow rates with high throughput [28]. One
disadvantage of this method is that shear stress can be generated from the fluid flow and it may
cause separation of the cell’s membrane resulting in cytolysis. Thus, a control of the flow
velocity is required in order to protect the cells from shearing apart.

Figure 2.1

Hydrodynamic method for focusing particles in a channel. Image reproduced from
[34].
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Trapping particles and cells in the hydrodynamic field can be achieved by creating side
channels in a main fluidic channel. Particles and cells are trapped by pressure forces following
the fluid flow introduced by the side channels [29]. Furthermore, the trapped particles and cells
can be easily released by reversing the flow direction of the side channels. Thus, different types
of cells can be individually manipulated by the same trapping system [30].
Magnetic tweezing is described by the utilisation of the magnetic field to apply forces on
magnetic particles, while the visible component of the particle allows the imaging of the
travelled distance [31]. If there was only a homogeneous magnetic field, there would be no
acting force on the particle, hence the particles would only be magnetised and would not move.
Thus, in order to generate a magnetic force, a heterogeneous magnetic field is necessary to
create an acting force in the order of pico-Newton (pN) on a micron sized particle. Due to the
need of the particles to be magnetised, real life applications are limited to red blood cells and
magnetotactic bacteria because of their readily available magnetic characteristics [32].
Consequently, the non-magnetic cells need to be labelled by using nano-particles [33] or using
paramagnetic lanthanide ions. Therefore, magnetic tweezers are commonly used for cell
positioning and patterning or for sorting non-biological micro-objects.
The phenomenon of dielectrophoresis (DEP) is described as the forces are exerted on a
dielectric particle generated by a non-uniformed electric field, causing the particle to move
away or towards the high electric region of the electric field [34], if the particle moves towards
the direction of increasing electric field, the phenomenon is known as positive DEP (p-DEP),
but if the particle moves away from high field regions, it is known as negative DEP (n-DEP),
as shown in Figure 2.2. In DEP precharged particles are not required in order to generate forces.
The direction of dielectrophoretic force depends on the Clausius–Mossotti factor, which is
determined by the permittivity of the particle and the surrounding medium [35].
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Figure 2.2

Particle under (a) p-DEP (b) n-DEP, image reproduced from [42].

This force amplitude depends on the frequency of the electric field, the mechanical properties
of the particles such as shape and size [36] and the electrical properties of the medium and the
particles. Manipulation of particles with great selectivity can be achieved by an electric field
with a specific frequency, giving the opportunity for DEP to be used in a range of industrial,
life sciences and biomedical applications. Some of these applications are micro polishing [37],
mineral separation [38], dispensing of nano-droplets [39], cell sorting [40] and characterisation
of biological particles [41].
Optical tweezing is a field that relies on a higher gradient of electric field, which is generated
near the waist of a highly focused laser beam. This is done in order to create enough force to
manipulate dielectric particles in the order of nanometres and micrometres. The transfer of
momentum obtained from the scattering of incident photons applies forces on the dielectric
particles. This force can be divided into two optical types of forces: the scattering force, which
pushes particles along the direction of the light propagation, and the gradient force, which pulls
particles towards the direction of the spatial light intensity gradient. In general, the scattering
forces are dominant, but a steep intensity gradient force must be also be taken into account.
When a particle is located away from the centre of the beam, a larger force is generated by the
momentum transferred from the higher intensity rays closer to the centre, so that the net force
points towards the beam centre as shown in Figure 2.3 (left side). If the particle has moved to
the centre of the beam, even though the resultant lateral force is zero, the resultant axial force
dominates the net force, still pointing away from the laser source as shown in Figure 2.3 (right
side). Thus, a focused laser beam can be used to fix the axial position of the particle. That
change of momentum of the focused laser beam creates a force towards the beam waist, which
causes the particle to be trapped slightly behind the beam waist, where the net force
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compensates for the scattering force. Normally, the range of the laser’s power is in the order
of milliwatts (mW) to 1 W, this translates to forces in the range of femtoNewtons (fN) up to
hundreds of picoNewtons (pN).

Figure 2.3

The optical ray origin of the lateral (left) and axial (right) trapping force within optical
tweezers, image reproduced from [49].

The first demonstration of the acceleration and trapping of micron-sized dielectric spheres was
done by Arthur Ashkin. It was demonstrated with both liquid and gas by forming optical
potential wells using a continuous wave argon laser [42]. Later on he demonstrated a stable
optical method for trapping micron-sized dielectric objects by utilising a single-beam gradient
force optical trap [43], hence it has also been known as optical tweezers. Due to its capability
for precise manipulation of nanometre- and micron-sized objects without labelling, optical
tweezers became a major research field in biology, biochemistry, biophysics and physical
chemistry. In the past two decades, attention has been attracted to develop three-dimensional
optical field geometries for applications such as particle sorting [44] and nano-fabrication [45],
measuring the mechanical properties of biological molecules [46] and to study physical
mechanisms within molecules, such as DNA [47]. In most recent years scientists have
combined the cell manipulation capabilities of optical tweezers with other biological
techniques, such as cell lysis and electroporation [48] in order to achieve better manipulation
results.
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2.2 Acoustic tweezers
In acoustic tweezers, a force is obtained in a similar way to the optical radiation force as
explained for optical tweezers. An acoustic radiation force acting on a particle is generated by
a gradient in the energy density due to propagating acoustic waves that can either deflect or
attract the particle of interest depending on its mechanical properties. Therefore, particles
suspended in either travelling or standing acoustic wavefields experience non-zero time
averaged radiation forces. When a reflected travelling wave encounters the transmitted
travelling wave coming from the opposite direction or when two transmitted travelling waves
coming from opposite directions, then standing waves are formed, causing particles to move to
the pressure nodes or to the pressure antinodes, inside the acoustic field under the effect of the
acoustic radiation forces, depending on the physical properties of the particles such as the
density and the compressibility. Those properties determine the contrast factor (φ), if the
contrast factor of the particles is positive then they agglomerate at the nodes and if the contrast
factor is negative then the particles agglomerate at the antinodes. An example of particles with
positive contrast factor agglomerating at the pressure nodes is given in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4

Particles agglomerate at the nodes of acoustic standing waves generated from a
transducer and a reflector, image reproduced from [57].

Early observations of acoustic radiation forces were made by August Kundt. He presented a
method for measuring the speed of sound in gases. The method consisted of using a standing
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acoustic wave to move a small amount of fine powder to the pressure nodal planes of the
acoustic field in a resonant structure inside a transparent horizontal tube. This equipment was
called Kundt's tube and enabled measurement of the wavelength as twice the distance between
two nodal planes, allowing the speed of sound in the gas in the tube to be calculated with a
given frequency and wavelength [49]. Lord Rayleigh explored the theory behind acoustic
radiation force and introduced the idea that a sound wave can exert a time-averaged directed
pressure on an object, just like light waves [50]. He also made significant discoveries in
acoustics, including surface acoustic waves named after him (Rayleigh waves). Based on
Rayleigh’s theory of acoustic pressure, Altberg first reported the measurement of the absolute
intensity of the acoustic wave radiating from the end of a Kundt’s tube [51].
In 1906, Vilhelm Bjerknes, studied the effect of radiation forces acting on bubbles in the
acoustic field and found that the radiation forces were not only caused by the primary acoustic
field; he determined that secondary acoustic forces are produced due to the mutual interaction
between gas bubbles in the acoustic field [52]. The radiation forces acting on particles in an
acoustic field were investigated in later publications by King [53], Yosioka and Kawasima
[54], Gor’kov [55] and Doinikov [56] who have shown theoretically that the main contribution
to the radiation pressure exerted by plane travelling waves on rigid and liquid spheres comes
from the viscous and heat effects.
Acoustic radiation forces were extended over frequencies above 20 kHz, through the
development of ultrasonic wave technology, where human ear cannot longer hear.
Accompanied with the early development of ultrasonic sources was the discovery of the
piezoelectric effect by the Curie brothers, which directly prepared for the emergence of
ultrasonic technologies. In 1915 Paul Langevin, demonstrated the practicality of pulse echo
detection with a high frequency of 150 kHz (hydrophone) for object detection. The first in
depth study of the effects of ultrasound including radiation force was conducted by Robert
Wood and Alfred Lee Loomis, who built the first radiation force balance in 1927 [57]. In their
experiments, they successfully created a radiation pressure with sufficient magnitude to support
150 g. Based on these experiments, the first practical instrument using ultrasound radiation
force was developed [58]. This instrument, described by W. T. Richards [59], became a
prototype for the most common currently used device for measuring ultrasonic power in liquids
and for calibration of therapeutic transducers. Ultrasound technology has been developing
since then with the invention of new piezoelectric materials such as piezoelectric ceramics, e.g.
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lead zirconate titanate and sonar transducers. Those developments resulted in the advancement
of applications of ultrasound used in the medical sector. The following diagram in Figure 2.5
illustrates some of the various applications of ultrasound in a variety of fields.

Ultrasound Application

Cleaning

NDE
Sensors

Molecular
Analysis
Figure 2.5

Acoustic
Microscopy
Medical
Imaging

Welding
joining

Particle
Manipulation
Surgery
Motors

SONAR

Medical
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Ultrasonic
Machining

Therapy

Diagram of examples of ultrasound applications in different fields.

Developments of ultrasonic technology in the past years have expanded rapidly in order to
provide solutions for the increasing demands for miniaturised and integrated technologies to
explore particles, cells and molecules in cell biology and analytical chemistry. Ultrasonic
manipulation technology has become one of the most intensively studied methods for
contactless manipulation. This technology offers the following advantages: easy integration
into microfluidic systems, cell viability and generated forces for handling cells with micron
scale dimensions and large-scale manipulation of cells (from hundreds to thousands). Coakley
et al. reviewed the observations of ultrasonic radiation forces effect on cells and demonstrated
applications in cell concentration, alignment and cell to cell interaction [9]. Generally,
ultrasound at frequencies of the order of MHz were used in ultrasound devices for manipulation
purposes in order to increase the acoustic pressure threshold of the ultrasonic cavitation on
experiments using biological cells.

2.3 Manipulation of micro-objects using ultrasound
In 1990, Wu demonstrated stable trapping of particles and clusters of frog eggs in water with
two aligned counter-propagating ultrasound waves of 3.5 MHz [60]. Moroney et al.
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demonstrated that the standing Lamb waves can trap particles and bacteria located in a water
droplet that is in contact with the membrane [61]. Lamb waves are complex vibrational waves
that propagate parallel to the surface that is under test through the thickness of the material.
The propagation of Lamb waves depends on the elastic properties of the material and the
density of a component. Saito et al. demonstrated 2D cell trapping by using two ultrasound
sources to create lattice energy gradients [62], where simply a lattice of nodes was formed in
an area of 10 x 10 mm when two transducers were excited.
Since the beginning of this century, the use of ultrasound manipulation techniques has been
widely studied for a broad range of biological and medical applications including: cell filtering
[63], concentration [64], separation [65] and sorting [1] as shown in the example in Figure 2.6,
cell patterning and immobilisation [66], [67], cell washing and mixing [68], [69], [70],
culturing of cells in 3-D [71], capture and accumulation of microbubbles [72] and enhancement
of sensitivity of biosensors and bioassays [23], [73].

Figure 2.6

Separation of cancer cells from red blood cells in a tilted-angle standing surface
acoustic wave device [83].

Ultrasonic standing waves were implemented in order to guide particles suspended in a fluidic
laminar flow in devices with split inlets and outlets. In order to achieve stable forces, ultrasonic
manipulation devices usually utilise either standing waves, such as standing surface acoustic
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waves [74] [75], bulk acoustic waves [76], [77] or quasi-standing waves [78] which are formed
when the incident wave meets with the reflected wave, the composite waves are called quasi
standing waves. Researchers have achieved a null pressure acoustic field by emitting two
ultrasound beams with opposite phase to create a similar effect to a standing wave [79].

2.3.1

Patterning of particles using ultrasound

Many articles in the literature have investigated the fabrication of lead zirconate titanate (PZT)
transducers to manipulate particles and cells. A novel device demonstrated in [80] shows a 1D
array of PZT transducers was integrated into a multilayer ultrasonic resonator to concentrate
particles laterally in the centreline of a microfluidic channel and to move them back and forth
along the length of the channel by switching the active elements of the array. Additionally, a
piezoelectric cell sorting instrument was introduced in [81] where a PZT actuator was
integrated on the fluidic chamber enabling low voltage and low power operation for sorting
particles and cells. The technique used is called fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS).
PZT transducers with a matching layer and a backing layer have been used in [82] where two
opposing transducers, four in a form of a cross, or eight in a form of an octagon were formed
inside a cavity for the manipulation of particles. The mentioned devices with opposing
transducers were used in order to form standing waves for trapping and patterning
microparticles as shown in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7

Pressure amplitude of (a) counter propagating plane waves from two opposing
transducers with reflection coefficient as a function of relative phase (b) of four
transducers forming two orthogonal pairs with 0 phase difference between them and
(c) of two orthogonal pairs of transducers but one pair at phase φ=π/4 [82].
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Other research that achieved advancement in the acoustic tweezers technique realised tuneable
particle/cell-patterning. The technique consisted of varying the standing surface acoustic
wavefield by using slanted-finger interdigitated transducers (SFITs) [83]. By implementing
two opposing slanted-finger transducers a 1D dynamic pattern could be achieved and by using
four transducers in a cross formation a 2D dynamic pattern was able to form as shown in Figure
2.8. Furthermore by implementing micro-PZT transducer structures, acoustic trapping of cells
and particles can be achieved that enables cell or particle based bioassays performed in a
continuous flow format [84]. Other techniques utilise a cylinder tube using a transducer –
reflector system for concentrating particles under the effect of the produced standing wave
[85].

Figure 2.8

2D dynamic patterning of particles using SFITs. (a) Schematic of the 2D dynamic
patterning device: the particle pattern in the region corresponding to a smaller finger
pitch (higher frequency) has a smaller period, while the pattern in the region
corresponding to a larger finger pitch (lower frequency) has a larger period. (b) The
simulated distribution of pressure nodes (PN) in a standing surface acoustic wave
(SSAW) field with the SAW excited from the low frequency region of the SFITs.
Bottom figures I and II show the patterned arrays with periods of 150 mm and 240 mm
at the frequencies of 18.0 MHz and 10.9 MHz, respectively. [83].
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2.3.2

Discrimination of particles using ultrasound

In the field of acoustophoresis, which means migration by sound, the applications and advances
of technology have been continuously growing in the field of particle or cell manipulation and
sorting. In both categories, numerous techniques that have successfully achieved manipulation
for patterning and sorting can be found [63], [86]. Studies performed on acoustic resonators,
have exposed the capability to focus cells in nodal planes in a standing wave configuration,
where plasma separation from whole blood was achieved at a flow rate of 2 mL/min [87].
Enhanced cell sedimentation can be identified as the most common application [88] of
ultrasound sorting. Sedimentation can be achieved by aggregating particles and cells into the
pressure nodes of a standing wave with the condition that the nodal planes are parallel to the
gravity direction.
Microchip-based devices for acoustic cell manipulation were developed by the group of T.
Laurell where the design of half wavelength, λ/2, resonators were placed in parallel with a
silicon chip [89]. By exciting the transducer at its resonance frequency the standing wave was
formed at half the wavelength with respect to the width of the channel, this way the transversal
mode of operation can be established [90]. The separation of particles with negative acoustic
contrast factor and cells with positive contrast factor was exploited by developing a system for
separating lipid particles from raw milk product [91]. By changing the acoustic properties of
the carrier medium, appropriate conditions can be established where cells or particles that
normally have acoustic contrast factor of the same sign, could have either opposite signs or
their acoustic contrast factors would alternate enough for the target cells to be separated. This
was accomplished by adding caesium chloride to the carrier solution [92], which created a
condition where two polymer particle types that were inseparable in water could be separated
in the modified medium as shown in Figure 2.9. In the same experimental set-up it was
demonstrated that the acoustophoretic separation of a mixture of red blood cells and platelets
in saline solution was improved by adding caesium chloride to the central buffer flow, therefore
changing the relative acoustophoretic mobility of the platelets in comparison with the red blood
cells.
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Figure 2.9

Microscope image showing the end of the separation channel. (a) No separation of 3μm
red polystyrene (PS) and white polymethyl(methacrylate) (PMMA) particles was
observed when suspended in distilled water (b) 3 μm red PS and white PMMA particles
could be separated after caesium chloride (CsCl) (0.22 g/mL) was added to distilled
water, in order to change the density [92].

An improved sorting device was presented by Jakobsson et al. [93], where they introduced a
2D acoustic pre-focusing step, reassuring that all the particles introduced in the flow were
positioned in the same flow vector. For high-performance cell sorters prefocusing in the same
flow vector is required and in the case of acoustophoretic sorters the optimal way is done by
positioning the particle to be sorted where the acoustic radiation force is at its maximum as
shown in Figure 2.10. Other techniques of prefocusing have used an inertial flow based
alignment of the particles followed by a standing surface acoustic wave based system for
sorting the targeted cells [94].

Figure 2.10

Prefocusing stage for particle and cell sorting [93].
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2.4 Microfluidic channels
Microfluidics describes the research field of the control and manipulation of fluids on the submillimetre length scale. This has become possible by the adoption of MEMs fabrication
technologies developed in the semiconductor industry to create devices that can be used to
control and manipulate fluids [95]. They are usually in the form of networks of channels with
lengths varying between 1-1000 μm, allowing the fluid sample to be induced and moved
through. The ability to manipulate particles in volumes of fluid ranging from picoliters (pl) up
to several millilitres, leads to many possible applications for the medical and biological
industry. Chemical assays can be performed using only very small sample volumes (pl),
potentially reducing the cost of reagents. Such an example is the detection of HIV and syphilis
via an ELISA assay performed on a portable and low-cost microfluidic chip [96]. Microfluidic
devices have proven to be useful as means of cell manipulation, since the fabricated sizes
approached the cell size (μm), such as isolation of circulating tumour cells from whole blood
using polymer based microfluidics in a high throughput manner [97].
The materials initially used to manufacture microfluidic devices was the same materials used
in the semi-conductor industry, i.e. silicon and glass, and were created using standard postfabrication procedures like photolithography and etching techniques. The limitation of using
those materials were the complex bonding protocols, inflexibility and opacity in the case of
silicon and relative high cost. In 1998, Whiteside’s group pioneered the use of
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [98], a flexible, elastic and transparent polymer to create
microfluidic channels. PDMS as a material has a number of advantages, such as relatively easy
to pattern fluid channels into it, it is transparent therefore it is compatible for optical detection
with various microscopy techniques, it is nontoxic making it ideal for cell applications, its
surface chemistry can be tuned to be either hydrophilic or hydrophobic. Additionally, it can be
bonded reversibly by having molecular contacts with the surface or irreversibly if exposed to
air plasma by formation of covalent bonds to glass coverslips and other substrates including
itself. Finally, it is a low-cost material compared to silicon. Due to these advantages PDMS has
become a very popular material in many microfluidics applications. An example of the
fabrication and operation principle of the PDMS microfluidic material network is shown in
Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11

Schematic flowchart of the fabrication and operation principle of the PDMS
microfluidic material network that can change colour on demand. Image reproduced
from [99].

2.5 Surface acoustic wave devices
Surface acoustic waves (SAW) are produced at the surface of a piezoelectric material substrate.
The most commonly used material in the literature is lithium niobate where interdigitated
transducer (IDT) electrodes are created as shown in Figure 2.12. The frequency of the formed
waves is determined by the size of the finger electrodes, the distance between them and the
ultrasound wave propagation speed on the substrate. Using two opposing IDTs, standing SAWs
are generated and can be coupled into the cell or particle containing liquid in a channel [99].
SAW devices have very efficient fluid-structural coupling owing to the presence of most of the
energy adjacent to the interface. This makes them ideal for microfluidic actuation and
manipulation applications. The presence of elastic energy at high frequencies, produced by the
SAW, is responsible for the generation of high accelerations, reaching the maximum vibration
velocity in the order of 1 m/s, resulting in an acceleration of at least 108 m/s2. Microfluidic
applications can be carried out entirely on chip powered by a palm-sized portable electronic
driver circuit [100]. SAW microfluidics can address one of the most fundamental restrictions
in microfluidics that excludes the extensive implementation of practical lab-on-a-chip devices,
such as delivery of a complete microfluidics solution at the microscale, including sample
preparation and analyte detection [101].
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Figure 2.12

Schematic illustration of the working mechanism of a SAW focusing device [100].

2.6 Bulk acoustic wave devices
Piezoceramics such as lead zirconate titanate are also used for the construction of bulk acoustic
wave (BAW) transducers. The resonance frequency of the transducer is proportional to the
thickness of the piezoelectric material, thus in a specific frequency for each thickness the device
works the best. The use of electrodes enables an electrical signal through the transducer which
results in a mechanical motion under the form of a travelling sound wave. The wave
propagation takes place in two basic forms, longitudinal and transverse waves. BAW
transducers are usually connected to the microfluidic chip containing the channel through a
coupling layer using glue , water or glycerol [102] to enable the transmission of the acoustic
wave [90]. Similar techniques involve the attachment to an external wedge base and then
joining them with glue [103]. The microfluidic chip acts as an acoustic resonator, where its
dimensions are chosen to match a certain resonance condition, leading to a frequency that is
chosen to generate a plane standing wave across the width of the microfluidic channel. The
most common resonator designs employ dimensions to support half a wavelength where a
single pressure nodal plane is generated in the centre of the microchannel, while resonances in
the vertical direction are suppressed by the geometrical mismatch [104]. When referring to the
resonance frequency, it means the fundamental frequency of the resonator. Nevertheless, in the
literature multiple pressure nodal planes at higher harmonic frequencies are also used. An
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example of a layered resonator is given in Figure 2.13, where a reflector and two opposing
transducers are used.

Figure 2.13

Schematic of a layered transducer using a reflector (left) and using two opposing
transducers (right), image adapted from [90].

The dimensions and the material properties are the key aspects when designing a transverse
resonator. The material provides the transmission of the acoustic energy into the medium at
low loss (low damping effect) and exhibits high acoustic reflection properties to support a
standing wave. The Q-factor is an indicator of the transmitted energy into a resonator. It
describes the ratio of the energy stored in the actuated resonator over the energy losses during
actuation (damping) at a specific resonant frequency. A high Q-factor device resonates with
larger amplitudes at the resonance frequency and produces larger acoustic forces for smaller
power inputs compared to a low Q-factor device [105]. An example of a transverse resonator
is shown in Figure 2.14.
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Figure 2.14

Schematic of a transverse BAW transducer attached to a microfluidic channel.

2.7 Acoustic streaming in microfluidic devices
When a transducer fabricated on the surface of a piezoelectric material is excited a travelling
surface acoustic wave is transmitted. If a fluid is placed in the path of the surface waves it will
absorb some of the energy of the SAWs during the transfer from the SAW substrate to the fluid.
The absorbed energy has the form of a longitudinal pressure wave that propagates into the fluid
at the Rayleigh angle (θR). The displacement fields of the leakage wave created by two
opposing travelling SAWs are demonstrated in Figure 2.15. When SAWs that are propagating
in opposite directions reach the sample fluid inside the microfluidic channel, the SAWs are
transformed to leakage waves inducing pressure fluctuations, then the longitudinal pressure
waves are emitted into the fluid at the reflection angle. These newly formed pressure waves
can cause streaming and it can be observed in droplets and fluids in microfluidic channels
placed in the path of the SAW beam.
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Figure 2.15

A cross-section schematic of a microfluidic channel and the two opposing transducers,
establishing a SSAW across the channel width. This SSAW radiates acoustic leakage
waves into the liquid at the Rayleigh angle. Image reproduced from [107].

The generated streaming can be powerful enough to drive fluid handling processes at microlitre
and nanolitre fluid volumes. Pumping of a fluid from an inlet to an outlet through a microfluidic
channel has been demonstrated [106], as well as in a closed PDMS channel [107]. The acoustic
streaming itself has proven to be a useful method to mix fluid samples for cleaning steps and
to mix reagents in microfluidic volumes, where the flow is often dominated by low Reynolds
numbers [108]. SAW streaming in microfluidic channels has also been used to sort droplets
and cells by driving them to separate channels. The streaming effect has also been demonstrated
to remove non-specific binding on protein microarrays [109].
Flow patterns in fluid samples can be controlled by choosing the position of the saw beam
relative to the fluid. By exposing half a droplet using a SAW beam, centrifugal flows can be
set up in the droplet which can be used to sort particle and cells based on size and density. A
similar process of size dependent particle capture using a streaming vortex created by a SAW
beam is possible inside a microfluidic channel [16].

2.8 Sheath flow in microfluidic devices
Sheath flow is the injection of the sheath fluid from two lateral inlets to the main inlet of the
microfluidic channel. Sheath flow focusing might be the most common method that has been
implemented in microfluidic devices, which is used to drive the fluid of interest in a controlled
focused laminar way inside the microfluidic channel. Many techniques have been realised for
this type of focusing, such as pressure-driven sheath flows free of particles in order to focus
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the particle suspension into the desired area [110], [111], [112], [113] or by using electric fielddriven [114]. In general, one or more sheath flow fluids need to be used in order to achieve
particle focusing.
In general microfluidic designs that are capable of 3-D hydrodynamic focusing require multiple
sheath inlets and involve several alignment steps, which make the fabrication and operation of
the device complicated. A novel approach has been proposed by Howell et al. using grooved
microfluidic channels for achieving 3D sheath flow focusing [115]. Two basic designs have
been implemented, a stripe-based and a chevron-based design. In the chevron design, a typical
2D sheath flow focusing is achieved by using two equal sheath flows that place the sample
stream in the centre of the channel. Then, several pairs of chevrons cut into the top and bottom
walls of the microfluidic channel are used to direct sheath fluid from the sides to the middle of
the sample stream in the vertical direction. This isolates the sample stream from the top and
bottom walls of the channel. The number of chevron pairs and the sheath-to-sample flow rate
ratio can control the height and width of the focused sample stream, respectively. Figure 2.16
shows a schematic of the design of the chevron sheath flow channel.

Figure 2.16

Schematic of the chevron based sheath flow design [117].

The chevron-based 3D sheath flow focusing method has demonstrated that it can focus
polystyrene particles with a 5.6 μm diameter at a flow rate of 10 μl/min [116]. The same 3D
sheath focusing design has been integrated into a flow cytometer for multiplexed detection of
bacteria and toxins coated onto bead surfaces [116], [117]. Other designs of sheath flow
focusing for microfluidic flow cytometers have implemented a micro-weir structure positioned
right beneath the optical detection system [118]. Using this structure a separation of 5 μm and
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10 μm in diameter polystyrene particles has been achieved in the vertical direction [119] with
a reported flow rate of aqueous sample reaching approximately 14 μl/min.
Using sheath flow focusing, particles are typically focused to a stream travelling along the
centre plane (2D focusing) or centreline (3D focusing) of a microfluidic channel. However, in
some applications it is desired for the particles to flow in close proximity to the sensing
electrodes deposited on the channel floor in order to increase the signal to noise ratio. This kind
of vertical confinement can be achieved using a 2D horizontal sheath flow focusing with a
stepped outlet channel [120]. Moreover, another approach is to use a third sheath to vertically
squeeze the particle stream as demonstrated by Watkins et al. [121]. The 2D sheath flows force
particles in the sample stream to move in a single file manner, while the 3D sheath flow
guarantees the particles to be transported close to the sensing electrodes. With the use of this
device a count of T lymphocytes at a flow rate of 4 μl/min and differentiation of live from
dead/dying lymphocyte populations has been achieved.

2.9 Particle and cell manipulation using ultrasound microfluidic
devices
Many studies in the literature have used ultrasound microfluidic devices in order to manipulate
particles and cells by utilising a range of techniques such as fluorescence activated cell sorting
(FACS) [122],[99]. This can also be done by combining two methods such as FACS and
fluorescence activated droplet sorting (FADS) in microfluidic channels [123] operating at high
sorting rates in a continuous flow. The aforementioned techniques rely on labelling the particles
or cells beforehand in order to be able to identify and sort them providing high purity sorting
but in a low throughput if multiple cells are required to be sorted. There are other techniques
of label free handling of particles and cells that consist of size separation by free flow
acoustophoresis (FFA). In FFA the net acoustic force drives cells or particles perpendicular to
the direction of the flow towards a pressure node while they are travelling along the flow. Basic
concepts of size based particle separation were performed by Giddings [124], where an external
force field is allowed to act on a particle suspension perpendicular to the direction of the flow
and particles that experience a higher force are translated faster across the laminar flow streams
as illustrated in Figure 2.17, such a technique is called split flow thin fractionation (SPLITT).
The schematic illustration in Figure 2.18 outlines the principle of free flow acoustophoresis in
multiplex mode separation created by different forces acting on the particles depending on their
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size. The same concept can be implemented with focused flow by utilising a pre-alignment
stage and by sorting the particles according to their size as shown in Figure 2.19.

Figure 2.17

Schematic illustration of the principle of the split flow thin (SPLITT) fractionation.
Image adapted from [127].

Figure 2.18

Schematic illustration of free flow acoustophoresis for multiplex separation of mixed
suspensions. Image adapted from [92].
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Figure 2.19

Schematic illustration of pre-focusing staged acoustophoretic SAW device for
multiplex separation of mixed suspensions. Image adapted from [128].

The separation in free flow acoustophoresis mode is controlled by the magnitude of the
employed force field and the flow rate, which depends on the retention time in the acoustically
activated zone. The spatial dimension of a band of a given particle size at the channel outlet is
defined by two factors. Firstly, by the width of the particle fraction when it enters the separation
zone in relation to the channel width and the distance that the particle band traverses the channel
before reaching the outlet. The second factor reflects the dispersion of the particle band as a
function of the parabolic flow profile from top to bottom of the flow channel which means that
particles display significantly different retention times in the acoustic field and hence have a
lateral position in the channel which is dependent on the original location in the flow profile
[125].
Standing surface acoustic wave (SSAW) devices have been vastly utilised for applications of
manipulation in continuous flow of particle and cells in microfluidic devices. Shi et al. first
reported SSAW-based continuous separation of particles in a flow stream in a PDMS
microfluidic device [126]. Following that work Nam et al. developed a similar device setup
and demonstrated the function of the device for sorting particles of different size, in a mixture
of large and small particles of 10, 5 and 1 μm in diameter, that were pumped through a
separation channel from the central inlet while introducing sheath flow from the side inlets of
the device as shown in Figure 2.20.
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Figure 2.20

Diagrams of a microfluidic device and working principle. The sample and sheath flows
containing particles of three different diameter sizes (1, 5, and 10 μm). Image
reproduced from [131].

The same device setup was applied in order to sort red and white blood cells from platelets due
to the size difference between them [127]. The SSAW-based sorting process effectively
removed 99% of blood cells and accomplished 74% separation efficiency for platelets. A
different technique used by Ding et al. sorted particles in a constant flow. The implementation
was similar to the one mentioned above but with the difference that the interdigitated
transducers were fabricated in a tilted angle to the microfluidic channel [74] as shown in Figure
2.21. Furthermore, the ability of the tilted angle standing surface acoustic wave (taSSAW)
method was demonstrated for human cancer diagnostics by accurately separating MCF-7 breast
cancer cells from normal human white blood cells. Another approach for particle and cell
manipulation in SSAW devices is to separate them based on their physical properties, such as
the contrast factor φ. Petersson et al. utilised acoustic forces in a standing wavefield to
discriminate lipid particles from erythrocytes in whole blood, since the contrast factor of
erythrocytes has a positive sign they would agglomerate on the nodes while the lipids with a
negative sign of the φ they would gather at the antinodes. The presented technology proposed
a new method of cleaning, i.e. removing lipid emboli from shed blood recovered during cardiac
surgery.[18]
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Figure 2.21

Schematic illustration of working principle and device structure. (a) Photo showing a
taSSAW-based cell-separation device. (b) and (c) Separation process for 10 and 2 μm
diameter polystyrene beads in the taSSAW working region and the outlet region,
respectively [74].
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3.

Theory

3.1 Introduction
The piezoelectric effect was discovered in 1880 by Jacques and Pierre Curie. The principle is
that when a mechanical pressure is applied on specific materials such as quartz or topaz,
electrical charges appear and the voltage acquired is proportional to the initial applied pressure.
Such materials are called piezoelectric materials, and by using them a few applications were
developed. The first application was the piezoelectric ultrasonic transducer. Furthermore, the
piezoelectric effect can be reversible, which means a transducer could transform the
mechanical energy of the applied pressure to electric energy by the acquired voltage and can
also transform the electric energy into mechanical energy by using the converse piezoelectric
effect,.

3.2 Materials with piezoelectric properties
Both piezoelectric and passive materials are used in ultrasound standing wave device for
manipulation of particles and cells. The properties of the piezoelectric material that compose
the ultrasonic transducer affects the amplitude of the output acoustic energy, thus the
piezoelectric material is an important factor to be considered. A diverse set of piezoelectric
materials can be used as active elements for the construction of an ultrasound transducer which
include, piezoceramics [18], [128], piezopolymers [129], single crystals [130] and
piezocomposites [131], [132]. All piezoelectric materials are anisotropic and centre
asymmetric. Crystals are isotropic from the optical point of view, but they are anisotropic in
terms of elasticity.
Among the family of the piezoceramic materials, the most commonly used is the Lead
Zirconate Titanate (PZT) described by [Pb(ZrxTi1-x)]O3, (0 ≤ x ≤ 1), which is an intermetallic
inorganic compound that has been a research subject since 1952 [133]. Many applications have
been found in the fields of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) and nano-electromechanical systems (NEMS) that use PZT material. PZT is a metallic oxide based material that
has good piezoelectric properties, such as electromagnetic coefficient, providing higher
sensitivity and operation in greater temperature from previously developed piezoelectric
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materials such as Barium Titanate (BaTiO3) or quartz. A great variety of PZT forms have been
developed by altering the ratios between the Zr and Ti and the dopants. A wide range of PZTs
is commercially available for sensing applications, actuators, transducers and generators.
According to their properties piezoceramics can be categorized as hard or soft. Piezoceramics
defined as hard have the advantages of low dielectric losses, high mechanical quality factor
(Qm) and better linearity compared to the soft. This makes them ideal candidates for particle
and cell manipulation applications, since the transfer of the maximum possible power is the
main consideration. In comparison, the soft piezoceramics have higher sensitivity, permittivity
and displacement, but as already mentioned they have higher losses and lower Qm. Thus soft
piezoceramics are more suitable for sensing applications, since the sensitivity is the key
characteristic. A comparison between the properties of the soft and hard piezoceramics is given
in Table 3.1. The electromechanical coefficient k2 is one of the most defining properties which
gives the amount of the applied electrical energy that is converted into mechanical:

k2 

d2

(3.1)

s E T

where d is the piezoelectric strain coefficient, s is the mechanical compliance with E as
superscript indicating that the compliance is measured with closed circuit, and ε is the dielectric
constant where T denotes that there are no external forces.
A piezoelectric material can be characterised by its elastic, piezoelectric and dielectric
properties. These properties are related to the stress T, strain S, dielectric displacement D and
electric field E, which are produced by the piezoelectric effect. There are different ways of
writing the fundamental equations depending on which variables are of interest, the basic
piezoelectric equations are given in the next equations, two of the elastic equations are shown
in equation (3.2) and two of the dielectric equations are presented in equation (3.3):
S  s E  T  d   E

T  cD  S  h  D

D  d T  T  E

E   g  T   T   D

t

(3.2)

1

(3.3)
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where g is a constant and c is the elasticity coefficient with D as superscript denoting that it is
measured in open circuit.
Table 3.1 Comparison of Soft and Hard piezoceramics key characteristics
List of Characteristics

Soft

Hard

Electrical Resistance (R)

very high

lower

Dielectric Constant (ε)

larger

smaller

Electromechanical Coupling Factor (k)

larger

smaller

Linearity

poor

better

Mechanical Quality Factor (Qm)

lower

higher

Piezoelectric Constants

larger

smaller

Permittivity

higher

lower

Coercive Field

low

higher

Dielectric Losses

higher

lower

Polarization / Depolarization

easier

more difficult

A high electromechanical coupling coefficient is required for high acoustic reflection
applications, providing the advantage of decreasing the insertion losses of the device. If the
coupling coefficient is low that would limit the relative bandwidth [134]. Relying on its specific
characteristics PZT can be processed in forms such as thin and thick film or bulk form
depending on the application. For manufacturing piezoceramics in bulk form, high temperature
1100 ºC≤ T ≤1700 ºC is required, for achieving the desired patterns coming from raw material
form. As the manufactured process described, bulk PZTs are, in the most cases, dense, robust
and of low porosity. A drawback of bulk PZTs is that they are quite thick (over 0.5 mm) in
comparison with other PZTs. However, if required, lower thickness can be achieved during the
fabrication of the transducer but is highly cost effective. That disadvantage of bulk PZTs can
be overcome by utilising thin and thick film PZT devices, achieving less than 0.2 mm of
thickness, that are commonly deposited directly on the substrates. The thickness of deposited
PZT film has to be approximately the same as the thickness of the substrate, otherwise the
effective piezoelectric response of the PZT film will vary from the one of the bulk PZT, due to
stresses within the film caused by clamping of the substrate.
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PZT structures have topped the industrial market over the past years, but due to their
environmental potential risks derived from the toxicity of lead (Pb) when processed at high
temperature [135], the scientific community has turned to alternative lead free piezoelectric
materials that are more environmental friendly. Though, till recent development of lead free
piezoelectric devices advances, no suitable replacement of PZT regarding its performance has
been established. Lead free piezoelectric materials have poor durability and weak piezoelectric
effects [136]. Recent articles are investigating the potential use of lead free piezo materials and
exploring the mechanical stress [137] and that may worth considering in the future.
Piezoelectric polymers have high piezoelectric stress constant e, which makes them better for
high sensitivity sensor applications than ceramics. Due to low elastic stiffness factor CD
piezoelectric polymers are tough and because they are lightweight they have the advantage of
processing flexibility. As a typical piezoelectric polymer, Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) is
fabricated in thin film form and has many applications in sensors, transducers and even surface
acoustic wave devices. Many combinations between other piezoelectric materials have been
studied to enhance the performance and durability, such as sandwich PVDF thin film between
composites [138], and copolymers such as (PVDF-TrFE) films as sensing components [139]
with the advantage of high electromechanical coupling factor k. One of the common purposes
of piezopolymers is the fabrication of flexible devices.
Piezocrystals are the oldest known forms of piezoelectric materials and were discovered by J.
and P. Curie and were developed later for acoustic applications. Those crystals were gradually
replaced by PZT, though Lithium Niobate LiNbO3 is still one of the most used substrates for
particle manipulation applications. Relaxor ferroelectrics are materials which have a
spontaneous electric polarization that can be reversed by the application of an external electric
field. They exhibit high electrostriction which is a property that causes them to change their
shape under the application of an electric field. The relaxor ferroelectric phenomena were first
found in Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 PMN the lead magnesium niobate solid solution system in 1958.
Furthermore ferroelectric single crystals are relaxor-PT based and compared to the traditional
PZT ceramics, the piezoelectric coefficient d33 is increased and the electromechanical coupling
factor k33 is increased from <70% to >90% [140]. For instance, some of those materials are
(1−x)Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3–xPbTiO3 type (PMN–PT), (1−x)Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3–xPbTiO3 type
(PZN–PT) and (1−x−y)Pb(In1/2Nb1/2)O3– yPb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3–xPbTiO3 type (PIN–PMN–PT).
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3.3 Ultrasonic transducers
Piezoelectric ultrasonic transducers convert the applied mechanical energy to electric by the
direct piezoelectric effect and use the converse piezoelectric effect to convert the applied
electric energy to mechanical. A typical structure of a piezoelectric ultrasonic transducer is
assembled with a layer of piezoelectric material using thin electrode layers such as silver, on
both sides which are wire-connected. The acoustic impedance between the piezoelectric
material and the medium to be introduced to, are used for matching in order to improve the
energy transmission. Matching layers are located on the front side of the piezoelectric material.
The backing layer is placed on the back sided plate of the transducer for a range of purposes.
One is to reduce the vibration of the piezoelectric element, and the other is to attenuate and
absorb the transmitted acoustic energy in that direction which is called absorber [141], or to
reflect the acoustic energy which is called reflector [142]. Depending on each application
purpose of the backing layer, the material is chosen accordingly [143]. Figure 3.1 illustrates
the complete assembly of a transducer, as well as showing the polarisation of the electric signal
depending on the stretch of the material and vice versa.
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Schematic diagram of a piezoelectric ultrasonic transducer (a) when compressing (b)
when expanding.

The antiresonant frequency (fa) of a piezoelectric transducer, is related to the thickness of the
material and the longitudinal velocity of sound (υL) is following the material stretching
direction. If the internal losses are not taken into account, then fa is considered equal to the
frequency of maximum impedance (fn) and the parallel resonant frequency (fp). On the other
hand, the resonant frequency (fr) is considered equal to the frequency of minimum impedance
(fm) and the series resonant frequency (fs).
Ultrasonic transducer arrays are commonly used in practical applications, due to the lack of a
single element fabricated transducer, not only in the field of medical sensing and imaging [144]
but also in the field of non-destructive testing [145]. Ultrasonic transducer arrays utilise
multiple transducer elements. By controlling each element from the dynamic point of view
[146] electronic beam steering, focusing and scanning can be achieved [147]. The benefits of
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such manipulation can lead to more reliable devices, reduction of the testing time [148] and
better quality of measurements. The general types of geometries of transducer arrays are, the
1D linear arrays, the curvilinear or circular arrays, annular arrays, x-D arrays where 1<x<2 and
2D arrays that are shown in Figure 3.2.

Linear Array

Circular Array

x-D Array

Annular Array
2D Array

Figure 3.2

Types of transducer arrays.

In 1D linear arrays, a number of identical transducer elements is set in a line in one dimension
(1-D) in order to produce a transducer array. The distance between the centres of two
contiguous elements is called the pitch of the array, and the gap between them is known as the
kerf. The linear array usually has a typical spacing of one wavelength (λ). Changing that
spacing could result in a change of the resonant frequency of the transducer. When a linear
array is active, only a subset of elements is in use each time for transmitting or receiving
purposes. The ultrasound beam is transmitted in the vertical direction to the element surface
providing a reduced active aperture than the entire transducer. Ultrasound beam focusing and
steering can be achieved, if a phase delay is presented to the applied signal to each element of
the transducer array. These linear arrays with phase delay control, having all the elements of
the array activated grouped as one, are called phased linear arrays.
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Curvilinear or circular arrays are similar to linear arrays, but the physical design of the
transducer elements is curved, either in a concave or a convex structure, allowing a highly
focused beam shape in the former case and a sectorial beam shape in the latter. The advantage
of such arrays is a wider point of view.
Annular arrays are fabricated by implementing coaxial ring elements that are nested in each
other in a circular piezoelectric element. Each one of these elements usually has equal area to
keep the electrical impedance similar. Annular arrays are usually similar to curvilinear arrays
controlled by dynamic phase delays to achieve an adjustable focused beam, that can focus in
different depths [149].
x-D arrays are similar to linear arrays, but they utilise multiple elements in the elevation
direction in order to allow both of the directions to be dynamically controlled by using phase
delays. According to the symmetry, the number and the size of the separate elements in the
elevation direction [150], these arrays can be classified as 1.25-D, 1.5-D and 1.75-D, where
1.5-D is the most common one.
Typically, 2D arrays have a large number of elements creating a matrix. The ultrasound beam
can be fully steered in 2D giving the advantage of maximum electronic control [151].
Nevertheless, the cost is considerably higher than 1D due to the difficulties in fabrication, the
electrical interconnections, and also the complex electronic control system needed.

3.4 Ultrasound standing waves
Sound waves need a physical medium of propagation in order to transfer vibrations, therefore
they cannot propagate in vacuum like electromagnetic waves do. What humans interpret as
sound, is actually a result of vibrating particles in a medium, due to pressure that has been
applied to the medium, most common medium are air and water. For micro-channels used in
acoustophoretic applications, these vibrations are formed by a voltage application at specific
frequencies to a transducer that is attached to the micro-channel, by converting electrical
signals to mechanical vibrations. The pressure wave created in acoustophoresis is called
ultrasound in the frequency region of the order of MHz, which is not detectable by the human
ear, since it exceeds the human hearing upper limit of 20 kHz. In solids the sound propagates
with both longitudinal and transverse waves. Though in liquids, the direction of a sound wave
is strictly longitudinal, which means adjacent particles in the medium affect each other by the
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oscillating point of view, another commonly used name of this process is compression. This
oscillating manner leads to a superposition process, if two longitudinal ultrasonic waves
propagating in the opposite direction and have equal amplitude, a static pattern of nodes and
antinodes spread throughout the whole medium can be created [152]. Therefore, there are
maximum and minimum interaction locations between the longitudinal sound waves, where
there is no propagation of energy. This resulting wave is called ultrasound standing wave. The
equation below describes the longitudinal displacement as a function of the position and time
for a transmitted wave in the positive direction:

y ( x, t )  Asin(kx  t )

(3.4)

where A is the total amplitude of displacement of the occurred longitudinal waves, k is the wave
number which is calculated by k = 2π/λ, x is the longitudinal position, ω is the angular
frequency that equals to ω = 2πf and t is the time. While the expression of a transmitted wave
in the opposite direction is given by the following equation:

y ( x, t )  Asin(kx  t )

(3.5)

The superposition of the two waves forming a standing wave is given by equation (3.6). The
result was produced by using the trigonometric sum-to-product identity

y( x, t )  y ( x, t )  y ( x, t )  2 Asin(kx)cos(t )

(3.6)

which explains why particles at the nodes can be observed as motionless. The pressure variation
of a plane acoustic wave travelling inside a fluid to the positive and negative x direction is
given by the next equation

p ( x, t )  pac sin(t kx)

(3.7)

where pac is the pressure amplitude of the wave. By applying the same technique as for the
extraction of equation (3.6), the superposition of the pressure variation of a standing wave is
given by the next equation:

p( x, t )  2 pac cos(kx)sin(t )

(3.8)
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The acoustic pressure field and the longitudinal displacement of a standing wave is
demonstrated in Figure 3.3
This movement of the particle towards pressure nodes or antinodes is the result of wave
scattering on the acting on the surface of the particle which denotes a force in the direction of
the wave propagation.

λ/2

P

y

a)
x

A

b)

Figure 3.3

a) Acoustic pressure field and b) longitudinal displacement of a standing wave.

3.5 Ultrasound Acoustic radiation force
The acoustic radiation force has been studied for many years since it was discovered by Kundt
(1868) [49] who demonstrated the effect by using cork dust in a glass tube, and King in (1934)
[53] provided analytical solutions on the problem of the force on an incompressible sphere in
a fluid of viscosity equal to zero, also known as superfluid, under the influence of travelling or
standing waves. This study was based on the particle diameter being considerably smaller than
the incident wavelength. By developing further this analytical study Yosioka and Kawasima
created the solutions for compressible spheres in superfluids [153] before Gor’kov [55].
Calculations in more depth, in order to include viscosity and heat conductivity, have been
performed by Doinikov [154] and Mitri [155]. Nevertheless, the effects of these factors are
only significant where travelling waves are involved [56], rather than standing waves; thus for
most devices developed to date, the results based on Gor’kov [55] and Yosioka and Kawasima
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[153] are appropriate for calculating the forces involved, which will be explained in section
3.5.1.
There are two main forms of radiation force caused by different acoustic fields: the primary
radiation forces (Fpr) and secondary radiation forces (Fsr). Fpr is derived by the primary
ultrasound field that is introduced into the medium and drives the particles towards the pressure
nodes or antinodes of the ultrasound field. Fsr is created due to mutual interactions between
particles if they are close to each other in an ultrasound field. Hence, the values of Fsr are
usually much smaller than those of Fpr [17].

3.5.1

Primary acoustic radiation force

Particles suspended inside a liquid medium under the effect of a standing acoustic wavefield
are experiencing a gradient force on the direction of the acoustic pressure applied or on the
opposite direction depending on the mechanical properties of the particles. With the restriction
of the diameter of the particles being less than half the wavelength (λ/2) of the standing wave
[153]. This gradient force acting on the particles is called primary acoustic radiation force (Fpr)
and takes place due to pressure variations on suspended particles inside a liquid medium. More
specifically, this results in a local alteration of the acoustic field in a scattering form around the
surface of the particle. The motion of the particle is triggered by the pressure difference on its
surface.
The primary acoustic radiation force is a function of the mechanical properties of the particle
(density and compressibility) in relation with the properties of the liquid medium and also the
velocity and pressure fields in the medium. The expression for the primary acoustic radiation
force on a compressible sphere in an arbitrary acoustic field was given by Gorkov [55] after he
extended the theory of Yosioka and Kawasima for compressible spheres. The time average
acoustic radiation force is a gradient of a potential:

F  U

(3.9)

where U is the acoustic force potential, which is described by

 b
3b 
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(3.10)
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where 𝑉 represents the volume of the particle, 𝑝 and υ is the pressure and velocity field,
respectively, while 𝜌m and 𝑐m give the density and speed of sound in the medium. The
compressibility factor b1 and the density factor b2 are represented by the following equations
(3.11) and (3.12), respectively.

b1  1 

b2 

1

 2

2  2
2  1

(3.11)

(3.12)

Where 𝛾 is the density ratio of the particle (ρp) and the medium (ρm), while δ represents the
speed of sound ratio of the particle (cp) and the medium (𝑐m), which are described by the
following equations



p
c
,  p
m
cm

(3.13)

A strong one dimensional coupling effect at a single frequency excitation is usually observed
instead of a complex 3D resonance for acoustophoretic particle manipulation. With the
approximation of the Fpr to a single dimensional plane standing wave made by assuming that
the chosen frequency supports a strong resonance field in only one direction and that the
wavelength is much larger than the radius of the particle [156], then the axial component of the
force Fpr is given by:

Fpr  4 kr 3 Eac sin(2kx )

(3.14)

Where 𝑘 is the wave number and is defined by
k

2



(3.15)

While r is the radius of the particle, x is the distance of the particle from the node and φ is the
acoustic contrast factor which is given by the following equation
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(3.16)

The compressibility β is defined by the next equation, which shows its connection to the
variables of the density and the speed of sound.



1
 c2

(3.17)

By applying equations (3.13) and (3.17) into equation (3.16), the acoustic contrast factor can
be rewritten as:

   ,  

5 p  2 m
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(3.18)

While the acoustic energy density Eac is given by:

pac2
Eac 
4  m cm2

(3.19)

where pac is the acoustic pressure amplitude. By combining equations (3.14), (3.15), (3.17) and
(3.19), the following expression for the primary acoustic radiation force is derived

Fpr 

2 2

 4 x 
r 3 pac2  m (  , ) sin 


  

(3.20)

From equation (3.20), it is readily derived that the primary acoustic radiation force is
proportional to the cube of the particle radius and is proportional to the applied frequency.
Furthermore, the magnitude and the direction of the Fpr is also dependant on the acoustic
contrast factor, which changes regarding the density and the compressibility of the particle and
the surrounding medium. As an example a polystyrene particle suspended in water is defined
by less compressibility than the medium and is denser than the medium. By using equation
(3.16), it is concluded that the contrast factor has a positive sign and as a result the particle will
move to the nearest pressure node. Compared to an air bubble that has higher compressibility
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and is less dense than the surrounding medium (e.g. water). This results in a negative sign of
the contrast factor making the air bubble move towards the nearest antinode. Figure 3.4
illustrates the acoustic radiation force and the pressure field at the resonance frequency in a
standing cavity that fits one node of the standing wave. In the same graph it can be seen that
the predicted movement of particles depends on not only the contrast factor, but also the force
vector.
Antinode

Node

Antinode

Fpr

p

φ>0

φ<0

TDX

Figure 3.4

TDX

Representation of the acoustic force and the pressure field in a standing cavity under
the effect of the resonance frequency of two opposing transducers. Motion of particles
regarding the sign of the acoustic contrast factor.

The maximum pressure is located at the antinodes while the minimum pressure is positioned
at the nodes. The Fpr acting on a particle located on an antinode is equal to zero and reaches its
maximum value at the equidistant point between the pressure node and antinode.
The theory described by King, Yosioka and Kawasima, and Gor’kov is based on inviscid fluids.
Doinikov took into consideration the fluid viscosity and the heat conduction. He found that in
standing waves the acoustic radiation forces acting on spheres do not strongly depend on the
viscosity of the fluid, but the forces in propagating waves are usually higher by orders of
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magnitude than the previous theories based on inviscid fluids. Furthermore, he discovered that
the forces acting on compressible spheres in fluids that are heat conducted are negligible for
plane standing waves[157].

3.5.2

Secondary acoustic radiation force

When multiple particles are found near to each other in the acoustic field, the scattered acoustic
field from the particles will acoustically generate forces between the particles themselves.
These particle against particle interaction is known as secondary radiation forces (Fsr) [158],
also called Bjerknes forces [159]. The forces are dependent on the distance between the
particles. Therefore, the forces are usually negligible until the particles are in neighbouring
proximity, e.g. after particles are aligned in the pressure nodal plane by the effect of the primary
radiation forces.
Weiser et al. [160] followed the experimental studies by Crum [161] and calculated the
secondary radiation forces between two identical and compressible spheres, under the effect of
a plane acoustic stranding wave, the expression for the Fsr [158] is given by the following
equation:

Fsr
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(3.21)

where r is the radius of the sphere, ρp and ρm are the density of the particles and the medium,
respectively; moreover the variable θ expresses the angle between the direction of the
propagating sound wave and the imaginary line connecting the centres of the spheres, d
describes the distance between the two spheres, υ(x) is the velocity of the undisturbed field at
the exact positions of the particles, ω is the angular frequency, βp and βm are the compressibility
of the particles and the medium respectively, and p(x) defines the pressure of the undisturbed
field at the exact position of the particles.
The necessary condition to make the secondary forces significant is that the distance between
the particles should be very small and the particles themselves should be much smaller than
the propagating acoustic wavelength. In equation (3.21) an assumption was made, that a
standing wave exists in the x direction.
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The secondary force is dependent on the orientation of the particles with respect to the direction
of the wave propagation, thus the force can be attractive if the sign is negative or repellent if
the sign is positive. By analysing the first term of the equation (3.21), it can be seen that it has
no effect at particles on the pressure antinodes of the standing wave as it disappears from the
equation. On the other hand, the second term vanishes from the equation at the pressure nodal
plane and has no effect on particles that find themselves at the pressure nodes. If the value of
the angle θ is equal to 0, then the first part of the equation becomes positive, thus the direction
follows a repulsive force impact. If the direction of the wave propagation is perpendicular to
the aligned particles meaning θ=90º then the force becomes negative, which means it has an
attractive impact to the aligned particles as shown in Figure 3.5. The second part of the equation
is free of any dependency from the value of the angle θ and represents attractive force, meaning
the particles with negative contrast factor will always be attracted to each other.
Antinode

Antinode
Node

Fsr

φ>0
φ<0

TDX

TDX

Figure 3.5

Representation of the secondary forces in a standing cavity, motion of particles
depending on their position on the acoustic field.

3.6 Stokes’ drag force
In a low Reynolds number (Re) region, in microfluidics field, the particles in a fluid will move
in a controlled manner due to the laminar flow. The viscous force is higher than the inertial
forces. When trying to manipulate particles to reach the middle of a microfluidic channel via
ultrasound acoustic standing waves, at the beginning of excitation of the transducers the friction
force is equal to zero while the acoustic radiation force (Frad) accelerates the particle. The
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frictional force is also known as the Stokes’ drag force Fd, which is described by the Stokes’
law summarised by the following equation:

Fd  6r

(3.20)

where η is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, r is the particle radius, and υ is the velocity of the
particles. The Stokes’ law denotes that when the particle velocity increases, the drag force
increases in a linearly manner, and the linear condition applies also on the size of the particle.
At a very short time of the order of ms, the particle accelerates and reaches a velocity where
the condition Fd = Fpr occurs. Right afterwards, the particle keeps moving at this constant
velocity. As a result, if the velocity of the particle is known and with a given size, it is possible
to calculate the force output.
The equation of the drag force is based on the assumptions that the particles are completely
spherical, the fluid that they are inside is incompressible, the flow in the channel is laminar and
the flow dynamic is not disturbed by any interaction between particles that may occur. The
streaming lines of a laminar fluid flow and the forces acting on a particle are illustrated in
Figure 3.6.

Fpr

Figure 3.6

Fd

Stokes’ Law schematic representation of acting forces on a particle.

3.7 Acoustic streaming
The size of the particles influences their acoustophoretic movement when inside a microfluidic
channel. Particles of diameter larger than 1.5 μm can move towards the pressure nodes and
antinodes under the effect of the primary acoustic radiation forces applied. On the other hand,
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small particles of diameter less than 1.5 μm can be exposed to fluid vortices that were
acoustically generated in the bulk liquid medium. The absorption of acoustic energy inside the
medium associates these vortices with the acoustic streaming. The primary acoustic radiation
force applied on small particles, cannot exceed the drag force of the induced streaming, thus
small particles cannot follow the large particles to the nodes or antinodes. Acoustic streaming
can be mostly identified by two forms, boundary layer driven streaming and the Eckart
streaming.
The boundary layer driven streaming is distinguishable in two subcategories. The first one is
the outer layer streaming, in which Lord Rayleigh investigated the streaming induced by
standing waves between parallel plane walls [162]. The second one is the inner layer streaming
or Schlichting streaming, which describes a more viscous fluid layer than the bulk fluid due to
a proximity to a bounding surface. Acoustic energy dissipates into the inner boundary layer
and spawns vortices which subsequently generate bulk fluid vortices in the outer boundary
layer. This type of streaming is widely seen in microfluidic resonators and is especially
pronounced in thin microfluidic channels where the influence of the thick inner boundary layer
is stronger. The outer layer streaming can be enhanced if the aspect ratio of the channel is
decreased or it can be diminished if the aspect ratio of the channel is increased. In a laminar
flow regime streaming can be used to mix fluids [163]. Induced streaming in a microfluidic
system can also be an active means for particle separation [164]. The maximum fluid velocity
of the fluid vortices is located near the top and bottom wall of the resonator while it is decaying
when approaching the centre of the vortex. Figure 3.7 shows a schematic representation of
inner boundary layer streaming layer and outer (Rayleigh) streaming vortices in a microfluidic
channel that fits one standing wave propagating towards the x direction.
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Figure 3.7

Schematic representation of inner boundary layer streaming layer and outer (Rayleigh)
streaming vortices in a channel with a standing wave propagating along x direction.
The pressure node is located at x = 0, which is the plane in which small particles
particles and cells would be trapped by acoustic radiation forces. Image reproduced
from [165].

Eckart streaming or quartz wind is the result of acoustic energy dissipation in the bulk of a
fluid when a transmitted acoustic wave travels through it. This effect takes place in standing
waves at high frequency where the channel dimensions are large, as this supports sufficient
wave attenuation in the bulk liquid. In microfluidic devices, Eckart streaming is not dominant
over other acoustic streaming forms, the main reason is that the boundary layer effects are more
powerful than the bulk effects at microscale dimensions [165].

3.8 Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) devices
3.8.1

Wave propagation in a SAW device

Surface acoustic waves (SAW) are mechanical waves that propagate along the surface of a
medium. Lord Rayleigh was the first to introduce the SAWs, who dealt with the research of
surface acoustic propagation along the surface of a semi-infinite isotropic medium [166]. Thus,
SAWs are also named as Rayleigh waves. Surface acoustic waves are formed due to a
combination of waves, a longitudinal or compressional wave and a shear or transversal wave
which can have a normal displacement component to a boundary. Figure 3.8 illustrates the
wave propagation of a longitudinal wave and a transverse wave that construct a Rayleigh wave.
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Wave propagation

y
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x
(a)

Figure 3.8

Wave propagation

(b)

Schematic representation of wave propagation (a) of a longitudinal wave and (b) of a
transverse wave at the positive x direction.

Figure 3.9 demonstrates the surface acoustic wave propagation through a medium, highlighting
the particle motion under the effect of the travelling wave over time. Small cubes in the figure
represent the particles in the medium.
The surface acoustic waves propagate along the surface of the medium with elliptical particle
motion that comprises of both the parallel and the perpendicular direction of propagation in the
plane of the raypath. The amplitude of the particle displacement depends on the position
depthwise and decreases exponentially in the direction below the material surface, resulting in
almost no motion of particles at deeper than one acoustic wavelength. The density of the energy
of a SAW is very high and SAW devices are highly sensitive to changes in the surface and
environment [167], since most of the acoustic wave energy is restrained within one wavelength
normal to the substrate surface.
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Figure 3.9

Schematic representation of a Rayleigh wave propagation through a medium, where T
denotes the time [173].

SAW devices have the advantage of less energy dissipation in the microfluidic domain due to
the inherently confined SAW energy to the substrate surface before reaching the channel.
Moreover, SAW is capable of very high frequency content and does not need high resonant
constructions such as a high resonance chamber for providing acoustic forces [168]. Thus,
SAW propagation techniques are more widely implemented for acoustic-based microfluidic
devices compared to the bulk acoustic wave (BAW).

3.8.2

Materials for surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices

SAW based devices are commonly created by implementing interdigitated electrodes on top of
a piezoelectric material. The piezoelectric effect is derived by solid material in order to produce
an electric charge when it is subjected to a mechanical pressure, and vice versa. Some of the
piezoelectric materials commonly used for the generation of SAW are quartz (SiO2), lithium
niobate (LiNbO3), and lithium tantalate (LiTaO3). Table 3.2 summarises the properties of wave
velocity (υsw) for these materials depending on the direction of the cut and the propagation
direction. The choice of the piezoelectric material and cut is critical and is subjective to two
main aspects. The first consideration is the beam steering. In an anisotropic solid, the surface
acoustic wave velocity depends on the direction of propagation. The second field of interest is
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to determine how effective the piezoelectric conversion of the electric signal to mechanical
energy is, thus a strong piezoelectric electromechanical coupling coefficient k2 is required.
Table 3.2

Dependency of the wave velocity and electromechanical coefficient on the
orientation of the cut of different materials

Material

Quartz

k2(%)

Cut

Direction of

Velocity of

Orientation

propagation

wave (m/s)

ST

X

3158

0.14

128º Y

X

3980

5.5

41º Y

X

4792

17.2

Y

Z

3488

4.9

X

112 Y

3290

0.75

36º Y

X

4160

5

42º Y

X

4022

7.6

LiNbO3

LiTaO3

Quartz has very low electromechanical coupling coefficient (k2). This low k2 of quartz limits
the relative bandwidth. The values of the coefficient k2 of lithium niobate and lithium tantalate
are much larger than that of quartz, thus these materials are more appropriate for low loss and
wide band applications. As a drawback though, those two materials have a low thermal
tolerance, making them thermally fragile. Furthermore, the optical transparency of LiNbO3 can
be advantageous in combining acoustic and optical particle manipulation into one hybrid
system. In this work, LiNbO3 has been chosen as the material of the substrate for the SAW
device due to all the aforementioned benefits.
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4.

Dynamic Acoustic Field

4.1 Principle of operation
In this chapter a novel technique for manipulating particles and cells is described. The basic
principle of operation of the Dynamic Acoustic Field (DAF) is described in the following
section. When two opposing transducers (TDXs) are excited two travelling waves are
transmitted from opposite directions which allow standing waves to be formed. As described
in equation (3.20) (see Section 3.5.1), a linear pattern of nodes and antinodes is formed. Figure
4.1 shows a schematic of what was described above. The total number N of the nodes that can
fit in between the two transducers is equal to their distance χ divided by half of the wavelength
λ/2 of the excited signal, Ν = χ / λ/2. Particles and cells in the media will agglomerate at the
desired area of operation, under the effect of the acoustic pressure applying forces. They will
accumulate in the nodes if the acoustic contrast factor (φ) equation (3.18) (see Section 3.5.1)
is higher than 0 or in the antinodes if the acoustic contrast factor is less than 0.

Figure 4.1

Schematic illustration of two opposing transducers (a) with 0º phase and (b) with 180º
phase between them showing their wave excitation forming a standing wave.

The Dynamic acoustic field takes advantage of the fact that the phase of one of the transducers
can be changed with respect to the other, which translates this linear pattern of nodes and
antinodes in the direction of the chosen phase shift, and consequently the particles or cells will
be transported along with translation of the nodes. The phase shift described above is shown in
Figure 4.2, where the phase of one of the transducers is shifted from 0o to 360o, which describes
a full cycle, for the duration of time tramp and stays there for the duration of time trest and this
pattern is repeated for several cycles.
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Figure 4.2

t(sec)
Schematic representation of the principle of operation of the DAF method.

4.2 Acoustic separation simulations
4.2.1

Acoustic separation by size

In order to predict the behaviour of the particles under the effect of the dynamic acoustic field
a numerical method has been used to understand the particle separation mechanism. The code
was developed in Visual Basic during the preliminary work by A. Bernassau. The particle
behaviour was modelled under different particle properties (size and density), dynamic acoustic
field, liquid viscosity and liquid flow. The program is taking into account the acting forces on
the particles by calculating the primary acoustic force Fpr, equation (3.20), and viscous drag
force Fd, equation (3.22) as a function of time (see Section 3.6).
The equation of motion of a particle labelled by its position r(t) is given by

 2 r  Ftot ( r, , t )


 a ( r, , t )
t 2 t
m

(4.1)

where Ftot is the sum of Fpr and Fd, with m describing the mass of the particle, a is the
acceleration as a function of particle position r and the relative particle velocity υ at a time t.
These motion equations were integrated step by step using the Verlet algorithm [169][170],
equations (4.2) and (4.3) to produce the expected movement of the particles.

r (t  t )  2r (t )  r (t  t )  a(t )t 2

(4.2)
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2t

(4.3)

Where r is the particle position, υ its velocity and Δt the integration time step.
The computer program can simulate the movement of particles among different types of
particles in terms of their radius and density. Figure 4.3 denotes the predicted particle
separation of two classes of particles with different sizes, where smaller particles of 6 μm
diameter are presented in red colour and larger particles of 10μm diameter are shown in green
colour. The two populations were separated during the activation of the dynamic acoustic field
after the duration of one full cycle. The 10 μm particles were transported to the next node along
with the translation of the nodes. For this specific example tramp and trest were selected equal to
5 seconds providing the ratio between them (tramp /trest) to be equal to 1.
Another simulation has been carried out in order to verify the sorting capability of the proposed
method regarding the size of the particles or cells. This was done by constructing the primary
acoustic radiation force equation in Matlab, the source code is given in Appendix A. As can be
seen from the result in Figure 4.4, it can be easily derived that larger particles experience higher
acoustic radiation forces acting on them.

Ni

Ni+1/2

t = 0s, dφ = 0ο
Figure 4.3

Ni+1

Ni

Ni+1/2

Ni+1

t = 5s, dφ = 180ο

Ni

Ni+1/2

Ni+1

t = 10s, dφ = 360ο

Simulation of particle separation by size using the DAF method with green colour
representing the 10 μm diameter particles and with red colour the 6 μm diameter
particles [177].
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Figure 4.4

4.2.2

Matlab simulation of primary acoustic force acting on particles versus their size.

Acoustic separation by density

The simulation for the particle density separation capability was completed in the same way as
the one described for the acoustic separation by size. This means that the same computer
program was used as before to produce the graph shown in Figure 4.5, where the size of all the
particles used was kept the same at 10 μm but the density of the two populations was different.
For this specific simulation the two populations were selected to have the density of
polystyrene particles at ρ = 1.05 g/cm3 and iron-oxide filled beads at ρ = 1.41 g/cm3.
Ni

Ni+1/2

Ni+1

t = 0s, dφ = 0ο

Figure 4.5
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Ni+1/2 Ni+1

t = 10s, dφ = 180ο
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Density separation simulation for particles of density ρ =1.41g/cm3 (green colour) and
ρ =1.05 g/cm3 (red colour).
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As it can be concluded by the Figures 4.3 and 4.5, the total time needed of a complete cycle of
the density separation simulation is noticeably increased in comparison with the size
simulation. It can also be inferred that the sorting depending on the density is going to be much
more difficult than the size sorting since particles do not have great difference between their
densities, while cells experience even less difference in terms of density. Again, a Matlab
simulation was carried out in order to verify and strengthen the hypothesis of sorting regarding
the density of the particles. Figure 4.6 demonstrates the result of that simulation showing the
change of the primary acoustic radiation force in comparison with the density change.

Figure 4.6

Simulation of the acoustic radiation force versus the particle density change.

4.3 Control Labview
In order to communicate with the signal generator, a Labview code was produced to control
two channels of the signal generator simultaneously. Both the signals derived from the channels
can be manipulated to have the same frequency, same amplitude and be capable of changing
the phase between the two channels. A Labview code was implemented in order to rapidly
change the phase between the transducers. As an example, a phase shift of 40º was applied to
one of the transducers every 0.5 s while keeping the other transducer at its initial phase. The
Labview program is also tuneable to manipulate the signal generator to run different number
of cycles depending on the experiment’s requirement. There is a controller called Rep which
sets how many times the cycle will be repeated.
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An important factor is how much time (trest) the system will stay at the end of each run at 359º,
that factor is given by the sum of the t1 and the tdelay controllers, which in this example is trest =
t1+ tdelay =0.64s+1s=1.64sec. Thus, the total time to complete one full cycle is equal to the sum
of trest and tramp, where tramp is given by the equation (4.3)

tramp 

360o
 t1
d

(4.3)

which corresponds to the time until no increment will take place. In this case the total time was
Ttot =1.64s+6.4s=8.04sec. What has been explained above is illustrated in Figure 4.7.

Ttot
360
359

270

180

90

tramp
Figure 4.7

Total time for a complete cycle.

t(sec)
trest
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4.4 Ultrasound devices using PZT plates
As a preliminary work an ultrasonic device for micro-patterning and precision manipulation of
micrometre-scale particles has been demonstrated by Bernassau et.al [27]. The device was
constructed by using eight piezoelectric transducers shaped into an octagonal cavity. By
exciting different combinations of transducers simultaneously, and by controlling the phase
delay between them, different acoustic landscapes can be created to pattern micro-particles into
lines, squares, and more complex geometrical shapes. When operated with all eight transducers
simultaneously, the device can manipulate the two dimensional acoustic pressure gradient; thus
it is capable of positioning and translating a single tweezing zone to different locations on a
surface in a precise and programmable manner. For the purpose of this application only one set
of opposing transducers is required [171].

4.4.1

Fabrication of ultrasound devices using PZT plates

For the fabrication of the BAW device, lead zirconate titanate (PZT) plates were used with a
matching layer in the front face of the piezoelectric material. The matching layer was used in
order to achieve matching between the acoustic impedance of the piezoceramic with the
medium that the wave is going to be propagated, resulting to a much higher energy transfer
through the excitation of the transducer. On the other hand a backing layer that most of the
conventional BAW devices use, was not necessary for the purposes of this work, since the
matching layer’s thickness was optimised using one-dimensional transmission line model as
described by C. Courtney et al. [82] to minimise the reflection of the occurrence waves. The
last component needed in order to have a single element ultrasonic transducer was the electrical
connection that will drive the signal from the source. In Figure 4.8a is shown a transducer
before the matching layer was cut to the appropriate size and Figure 4.8b shows a fully
fabricated single element transducer after all the described components were added.
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Figure 4.8

Fabrication of transducer a) before and b) after cutting off the excess of alumina layer.

In particular for the fabrication of the BAW device, it was used the PZT with part number
NCE51 Noliac piezo ceramic plates with a size of 0.5cm x 0.5cm. Then a matching layer of
aluminium oxide (Al2O3) or alumina loaded epoxy was applied on the front side of the ceramic.
The ratio used was 10% of alumina inside the epoxy called EpoFix. The technique for achieving
this, was by moulding around the area of the ceramic plate with Teflon blocks and then add the
alumina loaded epoxy in liquid form. A pre-stage of degassing was necessary in order to
remove any air bubbles that were produced during the mixing of the epoxy solution and then
wait until it was dry to solid form. The next step was to cut the alumina layer into the desired
thickness.
Following that stage, the impedance of all the fabricated transducers was measured in the
network analyser and only pairs of matched transducers regarding their frequency and
impedance were bonded on a flexible kapton ribbon. Each pair was facing each other and a
final shape of an octagon device was formed. Then, this octagon shaped flexible ribbon was
mounted in between two transparent thick pvc parts, one part used as a base and one as a top
fixative with a hole. The hole was made in order to introduce the medium containing the
particles or cells needed in each experiment. Then, this whole system was glued on top of a
PCB that was designed for having 8 isolated pins for each transducer. After soldering each side
of the transducers to the correct pin, the SMA connectors were soldered in each output. Figure
4.9 illustrates a fully fabricated octagon device.
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Figure 4.9

4.4.2

Fully fabricated octagon device using PZT plates.

Characterisation of BAW devices

For the characterisation of each PZT transducer the network analyser of Agilent technologies
E5071B was used. By measuring the SnP parameters on the network analyser the impedance
and the frequency of each transducer can be obtained. Thus, by matching those characteristics
between two transducers, it can be achieved a perfectly matched pair of transducers. By
utilising this pair into the device and by facing each other, it provides perfect standing waves
in the distance between them and also a constant period between each standing wave. In the
following image on Figure 4.10 an example of a S11- parameter measurement taken from the
network analyser is demonstrated. The S11-parameter gives information on the reflection
coefficient, meaning the fraction of the electric signal reflected back to the network analyser.
A sharp dip in the reflection spectrum around the expected frequency range was used to find
the exact resonant frequency of each transducer. In order to determine which transducers have
matched resonant frequencies and impedances, the measurements were analysed by using the
software Wincal, which provided a Smith chart, a frequency response and the impedance of
the transducers, an example of this analysis for a pair of transducers is shown in Figure 4.11.
The Smith chart is an alternative representation of the scattering parameter S11 which is plotted
on the complex reflection coefficient plane in two dimensions and is scaled in normalised
impedance.
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Figure 4.10

Image of the network analyser of a PZT plate transducer.

Figure 4.11

Wincal software showing the comparison of S11 parameters of two transducers under
the form of a) Smith chart b) frequency response and c) impedance spectrum.
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As it can be observed from the measurements analysis shown in Figure 4.11, those two
transducers depicted have a great match regarding their frequency response and their
impedance output, which is readily obtained from the Smith chart Figure 4.11a, but also from
the graph showing the frequency response in Figure 4.11b that is almost identical for those two
transducers. One more aspect of the excellent matching of those two transducers is depicted on
the graph of Figure 4.11c showing the impedance versus the input resistance of each transducer,
which as can be see is almost identical in the area of frequency of operation.

4.5 Ultrasound Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) devices
4.5.1

Fabrication of ultrasound SAW devices

An ultrasound SAW device can be fabricated using several techniques and materials as
described in section 2.6. In this work Lithium Niobate (LiNbO3) was used as a substrate with
high piezoelectric properties, in order to achieve a very long IDT aperture for accommodating
a throughput microfluidic channel for particle and cell sorting. More specifically, a double
sided polished black LiNbO3 at 127.86o Y- cut (The Roditi International Corporation Ltd,
England) was used. The first step of the fabrication process was to dice the 3-inch wafer into 6
pieces with the desirable dimensions of (3.7 by 2.5) cm for hosting the designed IDTs. Since
LiNBO3 wafer is very sensitive while getting cut, a special blade is required, also a small layer
of resist on the top side was spun to avoid any cracks during this procedure. The size of the
effective area of each transducer (IDT aperture) was 1.5 cm and the PDMS microfluidic
channel that was going to be placed on top of the substrate had a full length of 2.5 cm, including
inlets and outlets. Thus, the best ratio between the 3-inch wafer and the area covered by each
device was chosen to be six pieces per wafer. The design of the IDTs was completed by using
the computer aided design (CAD) software L-Edit (Tanner EDA). Figure 4.12 shows the
comparison between the size of full wafer and the size required for a SAW device taken from
L-edit.
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Figure 4.12

L-edit capture of a 3-inch wafer deciding the size dicing.

Each transducer was constructed of 20 fingers with equal distance spacing between each finger.
The distance of each finger was determined by the desired frequency of operation of each
transducer. The following equation is showing the dependency of the frequency to the size of
the fingers if the acoustic velocity transmitted on the LiNbO3 substrate on a given direction is
considered as constant, f = υSAW / λSAW, where f is the frequency of operation, υSAW is the velocity
of the sound on the substrate on a given direction and λSAW is the wavelength of the SAW.
By choosing the finger width and the finger pitch to be equal, the connection between the finger
width (wfinger) and the SAW wavelength is given by the following equation, wfinger = λSAW / 4. As
a result, given that the velocity of the acoustic wave in LiNbO3 in the direction of the x axis is
equal to 3990 μm/sec [172], then the width of each IDT finger for achieving a frequency of 20
MHz should be equal to 49.5 μm. Figure 4.13 illustrates the aforementioned parameters on an
IDT.

IDT Aperture
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Figure 4.13
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Representation of an interdigitated transducer displaying the parameters of interest.

The actual frequency of the fabricated transducer needs to be measured, due to a lot of factors
that can affect the actual frequency, such us the alignment of the written pattern on the substrate
and the precision of the cut of the LiNbO3 provided. This measurement of the actual frequency
was equal to 19.77 MHz which is very close to the expected 20 MHz. The conventional
bidirectional IDT may not be the most efficient, due to the wave propagation in two opposite
directions with half of the acoustic energy wasted. The simplest way to gain some energy is to
reflect back some of the waves by using a reflector IDT [173]. An example of the design of a
pair of transducers with reflectors facing each other is shown in Figure 4.14 the picture was
taken from the L-edit file.
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Figure 4.14

L-edit capture of a pair of transducers.

4.5.1.1 Electron beam lithography
After the wafer has been diced, each sample had to be cleaned in the clean room by using the
standard procedure. Firstly, the sample is placed in a beaker filled with acetone and the beaker
is then placed into the ultrasound bath for 5 minutes, then it is followed by methanol for 5
minutes and IPA for five minutes in ultrasound bath as well. After that, the samples are baked
for 5 minutes at 90 degrees Celsius for dehydration. Next each sample is placed inside the
barrel asher for oxygen plasma treatment before the stage of resist spinning. The purpose of
this is to provide an extra cleaning step and to roughen the surface of the sample for resist to
stay on the surface. Consequently, the next step is spinning the suitable resist on top of the
substrate. In this case a negative resist protocol is used before sending the samples to the
electron beam lithography tool VB6 in the JWNC. More specifically, a first layer of 12 % 2010
PMMA was used, which has a lower molecular weight in comparison with the second layer of
resist, indicating higher sensitivity when exposed to the electron beam. It was spun at 5000 rpm
for 60 seconds and then prebaked in the hotplate for 1 minute at 65oC, followed by the core
baking for 5 minutes at 95oC and last post baked at 65oC for 1 minute. Subsequent, the
deposition of a second layer of 2041 at 4 % PMMA was used with the same spinning
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parameters. The core baking at 95oC was set at 2.5 minutes, while the prebake and post bake
steps were kept the same. This second layer has higher molecular weight than the first one,
resulting in the required undercut in order to have discontinuity between the metal that needs
to be deposited and the metal that needs to be discarded. Afterwards, the samples are sent to
the VB6 for writing the pattern on top of them. However, LiNbO3 is very sensitive to electron
beam lithography, thus an extra step must be introduced to avoid charging that can render the
sample unusable. This is achieved by evaporating a layer of 10 nm gold on top of the resist
using the metal evaporation (Plassys) tool, hence providing a protection for the sample from
the charging effect.
After the pattern is written the layer of gold is removed by using the gold etch solution, which
is a wet etch procedure. Then the next step is to develop the resist and observe the desired
pattern on the substrate. For the development process the IPA MIBK 2.5:1 developer was used
at 25oC. At this point the sample is ready to follow the metallisation step which it will be
described at section 4.5.1.3.

4.5.1.2 Photolithography
For the photolithography procedure the first steps for cleaning the substrate are the same as
described in the electron beam lithography procedure. For the resist spinning step a positive
photoresist procedure has been followed. More detailed S1818 photoresist was used, utilising
a more complicated recipe for spinning as the edge bead effect formed during the spinning
needed to be avoided. The first step of spinning was set at 1000 rpm with a ramp of 250 for 5
seconds; the reason for this was to avoid any ununiformed areas from happening. Following
the second step was set at 4000 rpm using a ramp of 2000 for a period of time of 60 seconds.
Finally, the last step was set at 0 rpm with a step of 1000 rpm at 3 seconds in order to stop
smoothly the procedure. For the soft bake procedure, the sample was placed on the hotplate
baked at 110 oC for 3 minutes and 15 seconds. The next step was to rehydrate the photoresist
before the exposure to UV light. This was accomplished by using the Microposit developer
from concentrated 1:1 mixed with RO water for 100 seconds and then rinse it under water for
5 minutes. The following step was the U.V. light exposure using the (MA-6, SUSS Micro Tec
AG)), in order to complete this step a chrome photomask should have been fabricated
beforehand. This step was completed by submitting the design as a VB6 job in JWNC and a
5x5 inch chrome mask was produced. Then by aligning the sample in the MA6 under the
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desired pattern of the mask UV light was emitted through the mask and the desired pattern was
written on the substrate. Due to the use of positive photoresist the exposed areas of the resist
are completely gone after the development. The last step before the metallisation process was
the development of the photoresist after the exposure using the Microposit developer from
concentrated 1:1 mixed with RO water for 75 seconds and rinse under RO water for 5 minutes.
The next step was the metallisation process which is described as follows.

4.5.1.3 Metallisation
Before the metallisation process begins there is a step that needs to be followed every time;
this step is treating the substrate with the oxygen plasma using the barrel asher. This is of high
importance, for removing any residue of photoresist left from the development process and
also to ensure that the surface of the substrate is rough enough for the first layer of the metal
deposited to be adhered correctly. Failing or skipping this step could result in corruption of the
pattern or in some cases completely not adhered metal layer. The following step was the metal
deposition using the evaporation tools Plassys 2 and Plassys 4 in the JWNC. For the purpose
of fabricating these IDTs the first layer was Titanium (Ti) due to its great adhesion properties
on top of lithium niobate and then a layer of gold (Au) on top of the Ti layer. The thickness of
each material was 15 nm of Ti and 60 nm of Au. This recipe provided a well adhered and robust
pattern that could lead to a fast lift off process. For the lift off process the samples were soaked
in acetone and then in a hotbath at 50oC for an hour. After that the pattern was easily observed
and if it was not, allowing a little more time in acetone would be sufficient. What was described
above can be seen by the flow diagram of the fabrication process depicted in Figure 4.15.
Figure 4.16 shows a black LiNbO3 at 127.86o Y- cut orientation substrate with two fabricated
opposing transducers on top of it. At this stage the sample was ready for post processing inside
or outside the cleanroom.
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Figure 4.15

Flow diagram of the fabrication process of a pair of opposing IDTs.

Figure 4.16

Fabricated SAW device.

4.5.2

Fabrication of SU8 microfluidic channels

The first step for the fabrication of the microfluidic channels was to make a mould constructed
from patterned SU8 (negative photoresist) on top of a silicon (Si) substrate, by using a standard
UV photolithography procedure. For patterning the SU8 the first step was to clean the Si
substrate, which was completed by putting the substrate inside acetone for 5 minutes in an
ultrasound bath, then it was soaked 5 minutes in methanol and 5 more minutes in IPA.
Afterwards, the dehydration procedure was followed as described in Section 4.5.1.1. The next
step was the SU8 resist spinning. SU8 is a versatile material that can achieve thickness from 3
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μm to 150 μm depending on the viscosity of the SU8 and the spinning time and speed. For
instance, SU8 3005 can reach 5-6 μm in thickness while the SU8 3050 can reach up to 60-70
μm according to the datasheet from the manufacturer. Using the developed spinning procedure
it was managed to achieve thickness equal to 140 μm. Figure 4.17 shows the measurement of
such a thickness using the dektak tool in the JWNC, this particular sample was spun at 1000rpm
for 30 seconds using the SU8 3050.

Figure 4.17

Dektak measurement of SU8 thickness.

For the development of the following process two key characteristics were taken into
consideration, the first one was the speed of the spin and the other was the time of the spin. For
this work a thickness of 50 μm SU8 was needed which was achieved by utilising the following
procedure. The first step of the spinning procedure was set at 700 rpm with a ramp of 100 for
5 seconds, the reason for this was to avoid any non-uniform areas from occurring. The second
step was set at 3250 rpm using a ramp of 250 for a period of 20 seconds. Finally, the last step
was set at 0 rpm with a step of 1000rpm at 3 seconds in order to stop smoothly the procedure.
For the soft bake procedure, the sample was placed on the hotplate baked at 95 oC for 30
minutes. Leaving the sample to dry in room temperature for an hour or even overnight if
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possible was necessary for avoiding the sample to get stuck on the mask plate during the UV
light exposure. The following step was the UV light exposure using the (MA-6, SUSS Micro
Tec AG)), in order to complete this step a chrome photomask should have been fabricated
beforehand. This step was completed by submitting the design as a VB6 job in JWNC and a
5x5 inch chrome mask was produced. Then by placing the sample in the MA6 under the desired
pattern of the mask UV light was emitted through the mask and the desired pattern was written
on the substrate. Due to the use of negative photoresist the exposed areas of the resist stayed
intact while the unexposed areas were completely gone after the development. Afterwards, for
the post exposure bake step that was making the SU8 hard and adhered to the substrate, the
sample was placed at 100 oC for 3 minutes. The development of the SU8 photoresist was
completed by using the EC Solvent for 5 minutes and rinse in isopropanol for 5 more minutes.
The next and final step was the baking stage for mechanical cure, at 120 oC for minimum 2
hours. Figure 4.18 illustrates the flow diagram that was followed in order to fabricate the SU8
mould for the PDMS microfluidic channels.
Spin resist
SU8
Si
UV Light exposure

SU8
Si

Development

50 μm thick

SU8

Si

PDMS curing

SU8

PDMS

Si

Figure 4.18

Flow diagram for the fabrication of SU8 moulds for microfluidic channels.
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Figure 4.19 illustrates a patterned SU8 microfluidic channel mould with three inlets and three
outlets, with a measured height of 47 μm and the width of the channel designed at 100 μm.

Figure 4.19

4.5.3

Image of patterned SU8 microfluidic channel mould.

Fabrication of PDMS microfluidic channels

The need of microfluidic channels for transporting particles and cells from the inlets to the
outlets, drove the use of polydimethylsiloxane PDMS. It is a polymer, which can be easily
patterned and bonded on top of the substrate by chemical treatment of the surfaces to make
weak Vanderwaals forces that could hold fluid pressures up to around 5 psi [174], thus,
providing the advantage of not having leakages and also a sturdy bond over time after reusing
the same device.
In order to pattern the PDMS, a substrate is needed for hosting the reversed pattern that could
be used as a mould. This surface for such an application is a silicon substrate. SU8 resist can
be patterned on top of the silicon substrate and then use it as a mould for the PDMS as described
in detail in section 4.5.2. A last step is required in order to make the surface of the mould
hydrophobic, this process is called silanisation. Providing the advantages of easy demoulding
of the PDMS microchannel from the SU8 mould [175], and also minimising any residue that
might occur during this process. In order to achieve this, the SU8 mould was placed inside a
mixture solution of 30 μl of Trichloro (1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl) silane (Sigma Aldrich)
[176] and 50 ml of heptane (Heptane CHROMASOLV ®Plus, Sigma Aldrich) leaving it to
cure for 10 minutes and then rinse under RO water.
The PDMS comes in two parts from the supplier, one elastomer base sylgarg 184 part and one
curing agent. For the preparation of the PDMS a mix of 10:1 ratio between the elastomer base
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and the curing agent was used. The mixture was placed into a degassing chamber in order to
remove the airbubbles created during the mixing of the two parts. The degassed content was
then transferred into the mould that was fabricated in section 4.5.2. For the curing process of
PDMS, the whole system is placed into the oven for two and a half hours at 65 oC. The
microfluidic channels can now be demoulded and stored for future use; this procedure can be
repeated several times. When loss of the hydrophobic properties is observed, the silanisation
process can be repeated in order to reuse the same mould. A last step before the microfluidic
channel could be bonded on top of the substrate is to make the holes of the inlets and outlets
for the tubes to be attached on the channel. That was achieved by using a 2 mm PDMS puncher,
often described as biopsy punch for medical applications. The following images in Figure 4.20
a) and b) show the PDMS microfluidic channel before and after the holes were made,
respectively.

Figure 4.20

Image of fabricated PDMS microfluidic channel a) without holes and b) with holes.

As can be observed from Figure 4.20, two rectangular patterns were placed parallel to both
sides of the channel for allowing the surface waves to travel into the channel with the minimum
absorption from the PDMS.
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4.5.4

Bonding PDMS channels on top of SAW devices

At this point the PDMS channels are ready to be bonded on top of the SAW device. The first
step is to clean both the substrate and the PDMS channel by placing them in methanol in an
ultrasonic bath for 10 minutes and blowing them dry using a nitrogen gun. Then place them in
the oven for 30 minutes at 90oC in order to dry them completely. The next step is the most
critical one and needs to be followed exactly otherwise it may result in repeating all the steps
described above or even worse the channel may come off after the curing time. That step is to
put both the SAW substrate and the PDMS channel inside the barrel asher in the clean room
for O2 plasma exposure with the surfaces to be bonded facing up. PDMS material is mostly
assembled from repeated units of –O-Si-(CH3)2, which on exposure to oxygen plasma develop
silanol groups (Si-OH) at the expense of methyl groups CH3. The oxidation of the surface layer
increases the concentration of hydroxyl groups and this leads to the formation of strong
intermolecular bonds [177]. As the silanol groups are polar in nature, they make the exposed
surface highly hydrophilic. When two such layers are brought into contact, these silanol groups
condense with each other. For both PDMS and LiNbO3, these reactions produce Si-O-Si bonds
after loss of a water molecule. This results in covalent bonds forming the basis of a tight
irreversible seal between the layers [178]. The parameters used for this procedure after a lot of
try and error were 100mW for 2 minutes and then immediately make the bond between the two
surfaces by bringing them in contact and making sure to align the channel parallel to the
transducers. If the bond was not good enough, then the channel should be removed and repeat
all the steps. If the bond seems strong then the device is placed inside the 90oC oven for a
minimum of 30 minutes or overnight for curing. Due to the fact that the alignment of the bond
needed to be performed by hand and there was only one chance to make it, a lot of devices
were suffering from misalignment. By adding an extra step in that procedure perfect alignment
has been achieved every time. This extra step was to put 1 or 2 drops of methanol on the
LiNbO3 substrate before making the bond, providing the opportunity to move the PDMS
channel on the substrate and find the perfect alignment, the methanol drops would evaporate
shortly after leaving the PDMS on top of the substrate to cure. The next image illustrated in
Figure 4.21 shows an example of a PDMS microfluidic channel after the bonding described
above.
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Figure 4.21

4.5.5

Image of a bonded PDMS microfluidic channel on top of a SAW device.

Characterisation of SAW devices

For the characterisation of the fabricated SAW device the network analyser of Agilent
technologies E5071B was used. By measuring the scattering or S-parameters of each IDT on
the network analyser, the reflection coefficient of the SAW device can be determined. The Sparameter describes an electrical network as a black box and contains information about the
magnitude and the phase of the signal. It is affected by the frequency and the impedance of the
load and the source. The S11-parameter gives information on the reflection coefficient,
meaning the fraction of the electric signal reflected back to the network analyser. A sharp dip
in the reflection spectrum around the expected frequency range was used to find the exact
resonant frequency of the IDT. As it can be seen in Figure 4.22, the measured resonant
frequency of the fabricated IDT is equal to 19.78 MHz which is very close to the value derived
from the simulations equal to 20 MHz. The measurements were analysed by using the software
Wincal, which provided a Smith chart, a frequency response and the impedance of the
transducers, an example of this analysis for a pair of transducers is shown in Figure 4.23.
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Figure 4.22

Image of a network analyser measurement of a transducer on a SAW device.

Figure 4.23

Wincal software showing the comparison of S11 parameters of two IDTs on a SAW
device under the form of a) Smith chart b) frequency response of a typical reflection
spectrum and c) impedance spectrum.
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4.6 Summary
In this chapter a novel acoustic manipulation method of particles and cells was presented. The
principle of operation of the dynamic acoustic field by continuous change of the phase of one
of the opposing transducers was demonstrated. Acoustic separation simulations were presented
in order to demonstrate the ability of the proposed method to sort particles and cells. Firstly,
the separation simulation of the sorting capability depending on the size of the particles and
cells was presented. Secondly, the separation simulation of the sorting capability regarding the
particle and cell density was described. An overview was given of the mechanism of controlling
the signal generator and achieving fast phase shift between the TDXs through the use of
Labview. The methods and materials were presented, that were used in order to fabricate and
characterise the TDXs of the BAW device. The techniques and the materials of the fabrication
of the SAW device were given, along with the characterisation of the IDTs. The methods of
the fabricated microfluidic channels were presented accompanied with the bonding technique
of the channel on top of the LiNbO3 substrate used in order to fabricate a throughput SAW
device.
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5.

Experimental results using PZT plate device

5.1 Experimental setup
For the purposes of this set of experiments an arbitrary waveform generator (TGA12104,
Thurlby Thandar Instruments, UK) has been used in order to drive the signal to each transducer
and synchronise them. This allows independent control of the amplitude, phase and frequency
of each channel. Furthermore, instead of driving the signal directly to each TDX, it was
amplified and matched by high-speed buffers (AD811 Analog Devices USA; BUF634T, Texas
Instruments, USA), before being fed to the transducers via length matched coax cables. This is
important because according to the theory of the acoustic radiation forces, see equation (3.14),
the forces can be increased by increasing the acoustic pressure gradient. This can be achieved
with high focused ultrasound simply by introducing an electrical signal into the device. Thus,
the signal has the minimum of distortion when arriving on each transducer, with the advantage
of using the maximum energy that the generator can provide. In order to control the signal
generator a Labview code was generated as described in section 4.3, by communicating through
a general purpose interface bus (GPIB). Then the signal was fed initially in phase to each
transducer in order to have the particles aligned at the nodes under the effect of the standing
waves that were formed from the opposing transducers as described in section 4.1. The device
was placed under an inverted microscope with the capability of taking images of the particles
in real time while conducting the experiment. Figure 5.1 illustrates the experimental setup of
the BAW device.

Amplifiers

Master

TDX

TDX

A

Signal Generator
Slave

Figure 5.1

A

Experimental setup of experiment using the BAW device.

Inverted
Microscope
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Due to the Eckart streaming effect [179], the height level of the particles in the cavity inside
the ultrasound device had to be risen to an equal height level to the middle of the transducer.
The material that was used in order to achieve that is called agar. Agar has a powder form, but
when mixed with water it gains a liquid form at temperatures between 95º and 100º C. When
the temperature drops to room temperature agar dries and becomes solid in a transparent form.
Agar has very good acoustic properties and sound can travel through it. It can last for the
duration of the experiment, approximately half day, but then slowly shrinks if not kept hydrated
and needs to be changed for the next experiment. Simply by heating up the mixture that is
already prepared, it can be used for the next experiment. The proportion of agar in water was
1.5 grams of agar in 100 ml of deionised (DI) water.

5.2 Sorting particles by size
This section describes the ability of the device of sorting particles of different diameter. As a
starting point for the proof of concept sorting experiments of 45 μm from 10 μm polystyrene
particles took place, in a homogeneous medium inside a cavity between a pair of opposing
transducers as described in section 4.4.1 (see Figure 4.10). The reason that polystyrene particles
were used in the experiments was the fact they are a reasonable substitute for biological cells
[180]. The results showed that the sorting was successful and are summarised in more detail in
section 5.2.1. The sorting capability of the DAF method was further investigated by
experiments on sorting 10 μm from 6 μm polystyrene particles, the results are described in
section 5.2.2. Further, successful experiments of sorting 10 μm from 8 μm particles in diameter
are described in section 5.2.3 and finally in order to push the limits of the method and device,
sorting of 6 μm from 5 μm particles was achieved, with only 1 μm difference in diameter
between the two populations.
During the experiments the frequency of the transducers used was at 4.00 MHz which was the
resonant frequency of those transducers, with the amplitude of the signal set to 8 Vp-p. At this
frequency, the wavelength of the sound waves in water is λ = 370 µm (the velocity of sound in
water is 1480 m/s) [181]. Each standing wave is formed at a distance of λ/2 = 185 µm [17],[182]
from the previous one, where the particles agglomerate at the nodes under the acoustic pressure
acting on them. In order to estimate the magnitude of the acoustic pressure applied to the
different diameter of particles (5,6,8,10, and 45) μm, the time needed for the particles to
agglomerate at the nodes starting from a randomly distributed motion state was investigated.
All the particles details are given in Appendix A. These experiments were repeated five times
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at five different locations within the device using time-lapse microscopy. The drag force, Fd,
derived from the dimensions and density of the particles as well as the viscosity of the medium,
equation 3.20, allows the acoustic pressure amplitude acting on the particles to be calculated.
Those values were calculated equal to 4.8 104 Pa, 8.5104 Pa, 9.4104 Pa, 11.2104 Pa and
12.1104 Pa for 5, 6, 8, 10 and 45 μm diameter polystyrene particles, respectively [183].

5.2.1

Sorting 45 and 10 μm particles

For the separation experiments that were performed, a mixture of particles of the two
populations has been used. The particle concentration of both the 45 μm and 10 μm was 4.99
x 103 particles/ml and 4.55 x 105 particles/ml, respectively. The ratio of the mixture of the 45
and 10 μm particles was 1:100. There was no aggregation of particles observed at this
concentration. As described in section 4.2.1, the time variant acoustic field was able to
transport, and at the same time, separate particles according to their size as shown in Figure
5.2.

Figure 5.2
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Ni+1/2

x0

x1
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Expected position of the particles as a function of time (represented by colour).

Figure 5.2 shows the expected behaviour of the large and small particles over time, with the
different colours representing a time interval in relation with the initial position of the nodes
indicated by Ni and Ni+1 and antinodes indicated by Ni+1/2 of the acoustic landscape, (black is
equal to t0, purple t1, red t2 and yellow t3). Smaller particles experience less force and
consequently move over a smaller distance. During the period of time, trest, the smaller particles
return to their initial position while the larger particles transport and settle at the next node.
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Figure 5.3 shows particle traces as a function of time (119 frames covering 60 s) in a hyperstack
of images as they have been collected from an experiment with the parameters of tramp set at
5sec and trest equal to 7sec. The colour time scale bar shows the change from frame 1 darker
black to frame 119 brighter white. As it is readily observed, the 45 µm diameter particles
followed the shifted acoustic field. This means that they were moving towards the right hand
side, while the 10 µm diameter particles stayed close to the position of the original node. The
program that has been used in order to capture all the images is the HCImage live of
Hamamatsu. The objective lens used for this experiment was the x5 Hamamatsu lens at 100
μm per 145 pixels and the time between each frame was 0.5 s. The average velocity of the
small and large particles during tramp was 5.6 ± 0.5 µm/s and 16.6 ± 1 µm/s, respectively.
119

1
Figure 5.3

Experimental results for sorting 45 and 10 μm particles.

Figure 5.3 was created by using FIJI/ImageJ software. The image stack was then analysed and
the particle positions were extracted. The extracted data (x, y, particle area) were used to
calculate the efficiency given in equation (5.1) and purity shown in equation (5.2) of the particle
separation for each experiment by computing the particle density projected along the nodal
lines and analysing the time variation of this density. Seven consecutive nodes can be observed
in Figure 5.4a that show the initial position for 10 and 45 µm diameter particles. Figure 5.4b
shows the displacement of a 45 μm particle and a 10 μm particle for five cycles of continuous
phase shift including the period of time of trest. If that displacement is expanded to the total
amount of the particles, then it can be seen that the large particles successively travel during
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tramp and stabilise during trest at the next node, resulting in an overall displacement over time.
While the small particles can only move slightly during tramp therefore not being able to
overcome the midpoint of the nodes and consequently return to their initial node position
during trest.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4

Graph (a) showing the total amount of the particles aligned at the nodes and (b) showing
the particle displacement for a 45 μm particle (red colour line) and a 10 μm particle
(black colour line).

In order to evaluate the experimental results, a factor was needed to measure the successfully
separated particles from the mixed population. Thus, the factor of efficiency has been used,
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which was calculated by measuring the total amount of the targeted population to be separated
(in this case the 45 μm particles) that actually managed to get separated and divide that number
by the total amount of the targeted population in the mixture. This percentage can provide the
essential information of how efficient the separation was. Also, another factor was needed that
could provide the equally essential information of how contaminated the separation by
unwanted particles was. This factor is called purity and it was calculated by measuring the total
amount of the targeted population to be separated that indeed got separated, divided by the total
amount of particles that were separated at the end of the experiment. The description above can
be displayed as an equation given as follows.

Efficiency 

Purity 

Target particles in desired area
100%
Total target particles in sample

Target particles in desired area
100%
Total particles in desired area

(5.1)

(5.2)

By combining those two figures of merit in a final grade of separation in order to get a single
figure of merit that is dependent on the ramp time and the rest time during the experiment. This
final grade is defined as the average of purity and efficiency as shown in the formula below.
Final grade 

Efficiency  Purity
2

(5.3)

The DAF method has been used in order to simulate the separation efficiency demonstrated
above using the same parameters as the experiments. Table 5.1 (a) shows the simulation results
of the final grade. The red coloured regions represent the experimental parameters where the
particle separation was not successful whereas the blue areas show the successful separation of
particles by using the parameters stated in the Table. Table 5.1 (b) shows the experimental
results of the final grade. In the blue regions the achieved separation was higher than 90.1% by
using the corresponding parameters while the red coloured regions represent the parameters
where less than 80 % separation was achieved. A yellow area in the middle can be observed
that shows those parameters where the separation was successful by 80 % – 90 %. Comparing
the computational and the experimental results, it can be concluded that there is a good match
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between the simulation and the experimental data if the yellow area is considered as successful
separation.

Table 5.1

(a) Simulation results and (b) experimental results of the final grade of the separation
performance, depending on the ramp and rest time

As it can be observed, the separation performance can be improved by rising the tramp and trest
parameters until it reaches a maximum point. This is an indication that the acoustic forces
acting on the particles of interest require a minimum time to overcome the inertia and viscous
force in order to transport the particles from the node Ni to the next node Ni+1. The ramping
time tramp is the critical parameter, since it has the greatest impact on the separation result. Less
influential parameter is the value of trest on the separation results. When suitable parameters are
selected the separation process reaches its best experimental performance: with the separation
ratio achieving ~100 % purity and efficiency.

5.2.2

Sorting 10 and 6 μm particles

The simulation and experiments have been replicated using 10 and 6 µm diameter particles.
For the separation experiments that were performed for the 10 and 6 μm polystyrene particles,
a mixture of particles of the two populations has been used where the particle concentration of
10μm and 6μm polystyrene particles was 16.38 x 105 particles/ml and 75.6 x 105 particles/ml,
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respectively. The ratio of the mixture of the 10 μm and 6 μm particles was 1:4.6. By using this
concentration there was no aggregation of particles observed.
Figure 5.5 illustrates particle traces as a function of time (with 71 frames covering 142 seconds)
displayed in a hyperstack of images as they have been collected from an experiment with the
parameters of tramp set at 16.2sec and trest equal to 17sec. The colour time scale bar shows the
change from frame 1 darker black to frame 71 brighter white.
71

1
Figure 5.5

Hyperstack of images of experimental results for sorting 10 and 6 μm particles.

As it can be observed, the larger particles 10 μm follow the shifted acoustic field, which means
that they are moving from left to right, while the 6 µm diameter particles stay close and return
back to the original node. The objective lens used for this experiment was the x10 Hamamatsu
lens which corresponds to 100 μm per 290 pixels, the time between each frame was 2 s. The
average velocity of small 6 μm and large 10 μm particles during tramp has been measured at 2 ±
1 µm/s and 10 ± 1 µm/s, respectively. Figure 5.6 illustrates the displacement of a 10 μm in
diameter particle versus time and also the displacement of a 6 μm particle on the same graph.
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Figure 5.6

Graph showing the particle displacement for a 10 μm particle (red colour line) and a 6
μm particle (black colour line).

As it can be seen by the graph shown in Figure 5.6 the larger particle (10 μm) follows the
constantly shifting acoustic field and thus transporting along to the next node each time the
phase shift is applied. On the other hand, the smaller particle (6 μm) cannot follow this phase
shift since it is not experiencing the same acoustic forces as the large one, which is derived by
equation (3.20) as described in section 3.5.1. During the time of tramp the effect of the phase
shift is readily obtained by the slope on the graph for the large particle with the red coloured
line and during the period of trest which can be observed as a horizontal line the particle settles
at the next node equal to half the wavelength. At this point, it is worth mentioning that each
time a new cycle of phase shift starts, a different gradient follows after the resting period.
In order to evaluate the experimental results, the equations (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) need to be
used, for calculating the efficiency, the purity and the final grade, respectively. For the
experiment analysed above the calculation of the efficiency was found to be 97.2 %, the purity
was at 97 %, giving a total final grade of 97.1 %. The map of the region of operation for this
set of experiments has not been produced since the goal of these experiments was to prove that
it can be achieved a high percentage of efficiency and purity.
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5.2.3

Sorting 10 and 8 μm particles

In order to push the limits of the device further with particle size difference of only 2 μm in
diameter, experiments using 10 and 8 μm particles were performed. The simulation and
experiments had been replicated using 10 and 8 µm diameter particles. For the separation
experiments that were performed for the 10 and 8 μm polystyrene particles, a mixture of
particles of the two populations has been used, where the particle concentration of 10μm and
8μm polystyrene particles was 6.77 x 105 particles/ml and 17.7 x 105 particles/ml, respectively.
The ratio of the mixture of the 10 and 8 μm particles was 1:2.6. By using this concentration
there was no aggregation of particles observed.
The experimental setup for this experiment was set to V= 9Vp-p and the frequency of the input
signal was set to f = 4.2MHz. The time of t1 for this experiment was chosen to be 0.97sec using
9 sequential steps of 40 degrees increment between each step, until reaching the 360 degrees
of a total phase shift, which gives the final time of tramp equal to 8.73sec. The time of trest was
chosen to be equal to 3.77sec. Figure 5.7 illustrates particle traces as a function of time (64
frames covering 63 seconds) displayed in a hyperstack of images as they have been collected
out of the experiment described above, with the colour time scale bar showing the change from
frame 1 darker black to frame 64 brighter white.
The larger particles10 μm can be observed to follow the shifted acoustic field, which means
that they are moving from one node to another, while the 8 µm diameter particles move slightly
and return back to the original node.
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1
Figure 5.7

Hyperstack of images of experimental results for sorting 10 and 8 μm particles.

The objective lens used for this experiment was the x10 Hamamatsu lens which corresponds
to 100 μm per 290 pixels, the time between each frame was 1 s. The average velocity of small
8 μm and large 10 μm particles during tramp has been measured at 9.2 ± 1 µm/s and 19.9 ± 2
µm/s, respectively. The distance between each standing wave measured from this experiment
was found to be 170μm which is really close to the λ/2=176 μm of the theoretical value.
In the graph depicted in Figure 5.8 is displayed the displacement of a 10 μm and 8 μm
polystyrene particle in diameter versus time on the same graph. Again, it can be seen by this
graph that the larger particle (10μm) follows the continuously shifting acoustic field, thus
transporting along to the next node each time the phase shift is applied. Unlike the smaller
particle (8μm) which cannot follow this phase shift as discussed earlier.
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Figure 5.8

Graph showing the particle displacement for a 10μm particle (red colour line) and an
8μm particle (black colour line).

For the experiment analysed above the efficiency was calculated at 96 % while the purity was
64 % which concludes to a total final grade of 80 %. The achieved final grade of this set of
experiments was satisfying enough in order to prove the concept of the idea that this device
can sort particles such close in diameter as 2 μm. Consequently, for this set of experiments the
full amount of experiments was not taken in order to cover all the region of possible
experimental results.

5.2.4

Sorting 6 and 5 μm particles

The promising results of the sorting experiments of 10 μm and 8 μm polystyrene particles drove
the goal of the next set of experiments, pushing further the limits of the capabilities of the
method and device by implementing sorting experiments on 6 and 5 μm particles. For the
separation experiments that were performed for the 6 μm and 5 μm polystyrene particles, a
mixture of particles of the two populations has been used where the particle concentration of 6
μm and 5 μm particles was 4.5 x 106 particles/ml and 18.4 x 106 particles/ml, respectively. The
ratio of the mixture of the 6 μm and 5 μm particles was 1:4.
The experimental setup for this experiment was set to V= 9Vp-p and the frequency of the input
signal was set to f = 4.2MHz. The time of t1 for this experiment has been chosen at 1.4sec using
9 sequential steps of 40 degrees increment between each step until reaching the 360 degrees of
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one total phase shift, which gives the final time of tramp equal to 12.6sec. The time of trest was
chosen to be equal to 7.2sec. Since the size difference of the particles is so small and
considering the large amount of particles inside the mixture, it is very difficult to recognise
each population from the hyperstack of images. The picture that is introduced in Figure 5.9
shows the 6 and 5 μm particles aligned at the nodes with both transducers turned on and in
phase just before the phase shift starts.

Figure 5.9

Aligned 6 and 5 μm particles under the effect of two opposing transducers.

As it can be observed from Figure 5.9 the larger particles of 6 μm diameter are brighter than
the smaller ones. That is due to the fact that particles of 6 μm diameter have been chosen to be
fluorescent, thus providing the opportunity to distinguish the two populations easier during the
experiments but also during the analysis of the results. In that picture on the top left corner a
scale bar is demonstrated showing the length of 100 μm. The distance between each standing
wave measured from this experiment was found to be 174μm which is almost equal to the
λ/2=176 μm of the theoretical value.
Figure 5.10 shows particle traces as function a of time (101 frames covering 99 seconds)
displayed in a hyperstack of images as they have been collected out of the experiment described
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above, with the colour time scale bar showing the change from frame 1 darker black to frame
101 brighter white.
101

1
Figure 5.10

Hyperstack of images of experimental results for sorting 6 and 5 μm particles.

The objective lens used for this experiment was the x10 Hamamatsu lens which corresponds
to 100 μm per 290 pixels, the time between each frame was 1 s. The average velocity of small
5 μm and large 6 μm particles during tramp has been measured at 5.7 ± 1 µm/s and 11 ± 1
µm/s, respectively.
Figure 5.11 presents the displacement of a 6 μm and 5 μm diameter particle versus the time on
the same graph.
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Figure 5.11

Graph showing the particle displacement for a 6μm particle (red colour line) and a 5μm
particle (black colour line).

For this experiment the efficiency was calculated at 90.5 % while the purity was 50 % which
concludes to a total final grade of 70.25 %. The achieved final grade of this set of experiments
was sufficient in order to prove the concept of the DAF method for sorting particles such close
in diameter as 1 μm. Consequently, for this set of experiments no further amount of
experiments was taken in order to cover all the region of possible experimental results.
The summarised results for all the sorting set of experiments regarding the particle’s size are
displayed in Table 5.2, which shows the best values acquired from the experiments for
efficiency, purity and final grade.
Table 5.2

Results of efficiency, purity and final grade for all the sets of the size sorting

experiments

Set of particles to be
separated
45 μm from 10 μm

Efficiency (%)

Purity (%)

Final grade (%)

100

100

100

10 μm from 6 μm

97.2

97

97.1

10 μm from 8 μm

96

64

80

6 μm from 5 μm

90.5

50

70.25
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5.3 Sorting particles by density
In this section, a description of the ability of the DAF method using the BAW device for sorting
particles of different density but of the same particle size is given. The acoustic forces are not
solely based on particle size but also depend on density (mass per volume), that hypothesis can
be derived from the equation of the contrast factor φ, equation (3.18) that is included in the
primary acoustic radiation force equation (3.18). Hence, if the particles have the same size in
diameter and their only different property is their density, then they can be sorted according to
the theory and the simulations that have been carried out, demonstrated in section 4.2.2
accompanied with the simulation results of Figures 4.5 and 4.6. The separation performance
has been examined against particle density by using polystyrene particles of 10 µm diameter
and iron-oxide filled particles with a density of ρ = 1.05 g/cm3 and ρ = 1.41 g/cm3, respectively.
The ratio of the concentration of iron-oxide filled and polystyrene particles was 1:2.
The experimental setup of the input signal and frequency was set to V= 9Vp-p and f = 4.2 MHz,
respectively for this experiment. The time of t1 was chosen to be 1.55 sec using 9 sequential
steps of 40 degrees increment between each step until reaching the 360 degrees of one total
phase shift, which gives the final time of tramp equal to 13.95 sec. The time of trest was chosen
to be equal to 14.05 sec, concluding to a total time of 28 sec for each cycle. The image
illustrated in Figure 5.12 shows the particle traces as a function of time of 10 µm diameter ironoxide filled and polystyrene particles in a mixture using the DAF method (140 frames covering
140 s). From this Figure, the effect of the phase shift on the denser particles (iron-oxide filled)
is observed, which are moving along with the transportation of the nodes from left to right.
However, less dense particles (polystyrene) can only move until a point from which they retreat
back to their starting nodal positions. The objective lens used for this experiment was the x10
Hamamatsu lens which corresponds to 100 μm per 290 pixels, the time between each frame
was 1 s. The average velocity of the less dense polystyrene particles and the denser iron-oxide
filled particles during tramp has been measured at 3 ± 1 µm/s and 15 ± 1 µm/s, respectively. The
distance between each standing wave measured from this experiment was found to be 177μm
which is almost equal to the λ/2=176 μm of the theoretical value.
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Figure 5.12

Hyperstack of images of experimental results for sorting particles by density.

Figure 5.13 presents the displacement of a polystyrene particle of density ρ = 1.05 g/cm3 and
an iron-oxide filled particle of density ρ = 1.41 g/cm3 versus time on the same graph depicted
from the experiment above. As can be seen the denser particle follows the continuously shifting
acoustic field and thus transport along to the next node each time the phase shift is applied.
Unlike the less dense particle which cannot follow this phase shift, since it is experiencing
lower acoustic forces acting on it during the applied phase shift. During the time of tramp the
effect of the phase shift on the denser particle is readily obtained by the slope on the graph with
red coloured line. While, during the period of trest that can be observed as a horizontal line the
particle settles at the next node equal to half the wavelength.
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Figure 5.13

Graph showing the particle displacement of an iron-oxide filled particle (red colour
line) and a polystyrene particle (black colour line).

For the experiment analysed above the efficiency was found to be 98 % while the purity was
94 % which concludes to a total final grade of 96 %. The achieved final grade of this set of
experiments can prove the concept of the sorting capability of the DAF method of particles of
the same size in terms of diameter but of different density.

5.4 Sorting cells by size
The second stage of experiments is introduced in this section, after the completion of the first
stage of the experiments, which involved the characterisation of the device in terms of its
capabilities and limitations for sorting particles of different size. The second stage involves the
expansion of the particle sorting experiments by using cells of different size in diameter but of
the same density, keeping the same format of experiments as the ones that have been used for
the particles. The fact that the acoustic force is proportional to the particle volume of the
polystyrene particles as described in section 3.5.1, allows the logical assumption to be made
that particles experience forces of the same order of magnitude as cells.
In order to consider a potential practical application, the DAF method was used to separate
porcine dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons from a freshly isolated mixture containing myelin
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debris and other non-neuronal cells. The most common procedure for isolating the neurons
would normally be based on their hydrodynamic state using centrifugation across a Ficoll
gradient [184]. The porcine DRG neurons have an average size of 17 to 145 µm [171], with a
66% of the populations belonging to the small diameter perikarya with less than 30 μm
diameter, 22.6% belonging to medium size meaning between 30-80 μm of diameter and 11.5%
fitting in the large diameter >80 μm [185], whereas the myelin debris have a size of a range
from 10 to 15 µm.

Figure 5.14

Aligned DRG neuron cells and myelin debris at the formed nodes with the arrow
pointing to a DRG neuron cell.

The image in Figure 5.14 shows a single DRG neuron of a diameter of (~ 85 µm) and myelin
debris (~ 14-35 µm) which stays in the mixture after the extraction of DRG neurons under the
effect of the excitation of both of the transducers, which are forming a field of acoustic standing
waves. These myelin debris are agglomerating at the nodes of the acoustic field [67] aligning
themselves in vertical lines. The scale bar indicates a distance of 100 μm and the arrow points
at the DRG neuron cell.
The experimental setup for this experiment was set to V= 8Vp-p and the frequency of the input
signal was set to f = 4.2MHz. The time of t1 for this experiment was chosen to be equal to 0.355
sec using 9 sequential steps of 40 degrees increment between each step until reaching the 360
degrees of one total phase shift, which gives the final time of tramp equal to 3.2 sec. The time of
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trest has been chosen equal to 4.8 sec. By using these settings, the dynamic acoustic field was
applied and the results are illustrated in Figure 5.15. The hyperstack of images shows the
overlay of the collected depictions over time (73 frames covering 36 seconds). The colour time
scale bar shows the change from frame 1 darker black to frame 73 brighter white. The distance
between each standing wave measured from this experiment was found 185 μm.
73

1
Figure 5.15

Hyperstack of images of experimental results for sorting DRG cells from myelin debris
in a heterogeneous medium.

As it is readily observed from Figure 5.15, the porcine DRG cell is moving from its initial
position to the right-hand side, leaving a trail with each different colour defining the frame in
which the image was taken. On the other hand, the myelin debris are experiencing lower
acoustic force, therefore they are not able to transport to the next node leaving no trace in the
overlay picture meaning they were static for the duration of the experiment. The time between
the frames was 0.5 sec, during tramp the average movement of the DRG cell was calculated to
be 40 ± 1 µm/s. Figure 5.16 shows the displacement of the DRG neuron over time in
comparison with the debris trace for this particular experiment.
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Figure 5.16

Graph showing the displacement of a DRG cell (red colour line) and a myelin debris
(black colour line).

From Figure 5.16 it can be seen that the DRG cell is moving during the time tramp shown by the
slope of the red line and then is settled during the trest time observed when the red line becomes
parallel to the time axis.
In order to evaluate the experimental results, the efficiency, the purity and the final grade were
calculated. For the experiment analysed above the efficiency was found to be 100 % since there
is only one DRG cell which transports along with the phase shift of the field. While the purity
was 100 %, since all the debris stayed at their original place after the completion of the DAF,
which concludes to a total final grade of 100 %. The achieved final grade of this set of
experiments proved the concept of the sorting capability of the DAF method on cells depending
on their size, which provides a good starting point for future applications.

5.5 Sorting cells by stiffness
In this section, it is described how the separation ability of the DAF method regarding the
density of particles can be used for real life sciences applications. After the successful
experiments of sorting particles depending on their density, this work was taken to the next
step by conducting experiments on cells with the goal to sort them regarding their mechanical
properties and more specifically regarding their stiffness.
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Firstly, the concept is supported by the contrast factor equation (3.18) which is included on the
primary acoustic radiation force which is mainly used by the dynamic acoustic field. Secondly,
for the implementation of this idea two populations of cells were required, which would have
the same size but would have a difference between their stiffness properties. For this purpose,
the first step of setting up the experiment was to mix two populations of live and dead cells,
which would have the required similar size but would have a difference between their stiffness.
The live cells were taken out of the flask on the day of the experiment, while the dead cells
were prepared a few hours earlier by fixing the live cells. The fixation procedure made possible
the change of the mechanical properties of the newly dead cells regarding their stiffness by
keeping the same size in diameter as the live ones, which was the required property.
The cells used were Htert human tissue foreskin cells and the way to kill them was by fixation,
the protocol for fixation is presented in Appendix A. The fixation was achieved by using a
formaldehyde fixative solution, which allows the cells to remain in that state for almost a week.
In order to determine the size of the two populations every time a new flask was prepared due
to the growth of the cells that have covered more than 90 % of the available area on the flask,
which is called passage, several images were taken and then the average cell size was measured
using Fiji/imageJ software. The technique that was followed in order to measure the size of the
cells is described. After the image was taken using the Zeiss Axiophot microscope, it was
inserted into the ImageJ software and then it was converted into a binary image. Afterwards
the option “fill holes” under the section “binary” was activated and the option “watershed” was
activated if needed when two cells were touching each other so as to separate them, as shown
in Figure 5.17 with the scale bar indicating 100μm. The next step for extracting the required
measurements was to select the “analyse results” option and activate the “area measurement”,
which provided the file containing all the information for each cell and also an image of the
outline of the cells, an example is given in Figure 5.18. The results are summarised and
displayed in the graph, produced in Excel (Figure 5.19), which shows the average cell size on
each passage of live cells (solid fill) and dead cells (patterned fill).
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Figure 5.17

Binary processed image of cells.

Figure 5.18

Processed image of cells outlined.
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Figure 5.19

Cell size of live and dead cells in each passage.

From the graph in Figure 5.19, it is readily obtained that the fixed cells become slightly larger
in diameter than the unfixed cells of the same passage, simply by comparing the fixed labelled
population to the previous live labelled population since they are in chronological order.
Once the fixation of the cells was completed, it was necessary to determine the stiffness and
density of the live-unfixed and the dead-fixed cells. Thus, a set of Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM) measurements was scheduled to take place, in order to determine the difference of the
stiffness between the two different populations of cells. The AFM microscope used was the
JPK Nanowizard 3. The technique that had to be followed in order to make new cantilevers for
the purpose of this experiment, was to mount a round bead on a tip-less cantilever so as the cell
would not get attached on the tip, allowing a set of measurements of the stiffness of the cells
to happen [186]. The graph in Figure 5.20 shows a set of 64 measurements performed on a
fixed cell providing a measurement of the Young’s Modulus of that particular cell. The tool for
analysing the results is the “JPKSPM data Processing”, which used a round bead approximation
for calculating the Young’s modulus of the cell and provided a fitted curve of the distribution
of the collected data (blue colour line in the graph). The mean value of Young’s Modulus for
the specific cell was found to be equal to E  2.021 kPa with a standard deviation equal to sd
= 294.8 Pa. The same measurements were performed for the unfixed cells.
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Figure 5.20

Young’s Modulus for 64 measurements of one fixed cell.

The size of both populations live and dead cells was measured on the day of the experiment
using ImageJ software as described earlier and their diameter found equal to 17.9 μm ± 3.2 μm
for the fixed cells, while the unfixed-live cells found of diameter equal to 17.05 μm ± 2.08 μm.
In order to evaluate those results, more measurements are required, consequently for each type
of cells fixed and unfixed, the measurements were repeated for 10 cells. The summarised
results of the AFM measurements of the Young’s Modulus for live and dead cells are displayed
in the graph of Figure 5.21, which shows the distributed young’s modulus of each population
compared to the other. The medium on which the cells were inside during the AFM
measurements was the CO2 independent medium, which is the same as the medium used for
the sorting experiments.
As it is easily obtained from the Figure 5.21, the unfixed cells (red bars) have been measured
of smaller Young’s Modulus in comparison with the fixed cells (blue bars). This means that
the dead cells are stiffer (higher Young’s Modulus) than the live cells. This verifies the
capability of the concept for sorting such cells and shows the desired difference between the
cell’s stiffness. The average value of Young’s Modulus of each population was, 1.89 ± 0.51
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kPa for the set of the fixed cells, while for the unfixed cells was found to be
0.67 ± 0.18 kPa.
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Figure 5.21

AFM measurements on cells

Populations of cells

Compared results of Young’s Modulus of fixed and unfixed cells.

As a next step, by performing an in depth examination of the equation of the contrast factor,
equation (3.18), the density of the cells before and after the fixation was taken into
consideration. The density measurements took place in the Centre for Cell Engineering (CCE).
The technique used is called Percoll gradient density centrifugation; the whole technique relied
on introducing liquids of different densities in a universal tube, in this work by inserting
different percentage of Percoll into a NaCl solution, it would make layers of different densities
close to the density of the cells. Afterwards the cells were added right on top of the layer with
the lowest density. The highest density used which would go on the bottom of the tube was
1060 kg/m3 and the lowest was set at 1020 kg/m3. Figure 5.22 illustrates the experimental setup.
The next step was the centrifugation of the aforementioned tube, during which the cells were
centrifuged and travelled through the density layers until they would reach the layer of their
own density. If the cells sank down to the bottom of the tube it meant that they were denser
than the Percoll densities used. If they have stayed on top of the solution that meant that the
cells were lighter than the Percoll densities used in the experiment. The results of the density
of the unfixed cells found to be lighter than 32.5% of Percoll which gives a density of 1048
kg/m3 and heavier than the 26% of Percoll which gives 1040 kg/m3. That means the unfixed-
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live Htert cells have a density between 1040 kg/m3 and 1048 kg/m3. Whereas, the results of the
fixed cells density found the majority of the population inside the 32.5% Percoll solution which
means that the density of the fixed cells lies around 1048 kg/m3. The density experiments were
repeated 5 times to verify the initial results. The Table 5.3 summarises the results of the size,
the density and the stiffness measurements of the fixed and the unfixed cells.

Cells
1020
kg/m3
1030
kg/m3
1040
kg/m3
1050
kg/m3
1060
kg/m3

Figure 5.22

Experimental setup for density experiment.

Table 5.3

Results of the size the density and the stiffness of the fixed and unfixed cells

Fixed/dead cells in CO2
independent medium
Unfixed/live cells in CO2

Size (μm)

Density (kg/m3)

Young’s Modulus (kPa)

17.9 ± 3.2

1048 ± 4

1.89 ± 0.51

17.05 ± 2.08

1040 ≤ ρc ≤ 1048

0.67 ± 0.18

The experimental setup for this experiment was set to V= 8Vp-p and the frequency of the input
signal was set to f = 4.2MHz. The time of t1 for this experiment was chosen to be 0.5 sec using
9 sequential steps of 40 degrees increment between each step until reaching the 360 degrees of
one total phase shift, which gives the final time of tramp equal to 4.5 sec. The time of trest was
chosen equal to 2.5 sec. By using these settings, the dynamic acoustic field was applied and
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the results are demonstrated in the graph of Figure 5.23, showing the displacement of the dead
Htert cell over time in comparison with live Htert cell for this particular experiment.

Figure 5.23

Graph showing the displacement of a dead Htert cell (red colour line) and a live Htert
cell (black colour line).

From the graph above it can be seen that the dead cell is moving during the time of tramp shown
by the slope of the red line and then settling during the trest time observed when the red line
becomes parallel to the time axis. On the other hand, the live cell cannot transport to the next
node and returns back to the original position. The figures of merit of the efficiency, purity and
the final grade were measured at 72%, 63% and 67.5, respectively.

5.6 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter the experimental setup using the BAW device for sorting particles and cells by
implementing the DAF method was presented. Experimental results of sorting particles
depending on their size were demonstrated. More specifically, sorting 45 μm from 10 μm
polystyrene particles was achieved with purity and efficiency figures of merit reaching 100 %,
sorting 10 μm from 6 μm polystyrene particles was achieved with efficiency and purity
reaching 97.3 % and 85.1 %, respectively, sorting 10 μm from 8 μm polystyrene particles was
achieved with efficiency and purity reaching 96 % and 64 %, respectively, sorting 6 μm from
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5 μm polystyrene particles was achieved with efficiency and purity reaching 90.5 % and 50 %,
respectively. Furthermore, the capability of the proposed method for sorting particles
depending on their density was verified by the demonstrated experimental results. In addition,
experimental results were presented for translating the proposed method to real life
applications, by achieving sorting of porcine DRG neuron cells in a heterogeneous mixture
containing myelin debris and other non-neuronal cells. Measurements of dead and live cells
stiffness were demonstrated. Experimental results for sorting cells depending on their stiffness
by using the DAF method were presented.
As a conclusion it can be outlined that the proposed method’s capability of sorting particles
and cells over long distances has been verified. A perfect sorting can be achieved if the
difference of the size of the particles is large enough, as presented in the case of the 45 μm and
10 μm particle sorting experiment. However, when the difference between the particles’
diameter was getting smaller, the efficiency and the purity of the sorting capability was getting
lower as well. That was concluded by the experimental results, highlighted by the fact that
sorting of only 1μm difference between the diameter of the two populations was achieved, but
the purity of the targeted sample was only 50 %. Moreover, the demonstrated results of the cell
sorting capability of the DAF method establishes the groundwork for future applications that
would take this work a step further. Last but not least, the proposed method can achieve sorting
of particles and cells depending on their density using the same device of the size sorting
experiments, which demonstrates an advantage of a versatile technique that can be applied
without changing to a different device.
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6.

Experimental results using microfluidic SAW device

6.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the experimental results of sorting particles and cells using microfluidic
Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) devices. Initially, the experimental setup is presented, which
was used throughout the entire process of the experiments. As a second step, the alignment of
particles was implemented with a range of diameter from 1 to 10 μm, providing also the
primary acoustic forces acting on them. Subsequently, two sets of experiments are presented
showing the sorting capability of the device. The first one describes the sorting of particles of
different diameter in a constant flow. The second set of experiments presents the sorting
capability of cells of different stiffness in a constant flow, by sorting live from dead cells using
the DAF method on a SAW device.

6.2 Experimental setup
The arbitrary waveform generator that was used for this experiment was a (TGA12104,
Thurlby Thandar Instruments, UK), which drove the signal to each transducer and
synchronised them, allowing independent control of the amplitude, phase and frequency of
each channel. The signal then was amplified and driven through high-speed buffers, before
being fed to the transducers via length matched coax cables. That step was important so that
the signal would have the maximum amplification with the minimum distortion when arriving
at each transducer. Thus, advantage of the maximum energy that the generator can provide was
exploited. In order to control the signal generator a Labview code has been generated as
described in section 4.3, by communicating through a general purpose interface bus (GPIB).
Then the signal was driven in each transducer initially in phase in order to have the particles
aligned under the effect of the standing waves that were formed. The microfluidic device was
connected with tubes which were attached to syringes in its inlets in order to insert the volume
of the particles/cells into the channel. The syringes were then attached on a syringe pump which
allowed a steady continuous flow of particles or cells within the appropriate medium for each
case. The device was then placed under an inverted microscope, providing the capability of
taking images of the particles or cells in real time while conducting the experiment. Figure 6.1
illustrates what was described above.
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Experimental setup of sorting experiments using the SAW device.

In order to fit the tubes in the inlets and outlets of the PDMS microfluidic channel, 2 mm holes
have been made by using a PDMS puncher, the inlet holes were through holes from top to the
bottom, while the outlet holes were forming a 90-degree angle from the bottom so the tubes
could be easily driven in the horizontal direction. Figure 6.2 illustrates the microfluidic channel
with the inlets and outlets before it was bonded on the substrate.

Figure 6.2

Microfluidic channel of PDMS with inlets and outlets.

During the design and fabrication of the microfluidic channels a lot of different designs have
been tested. Initially only one inlet was in use for the injection of the particles and cells inside
the channel and two outlets for the collection of the two populations. By using this combination
of inlets and outlets a variety of the channel width has been tested; 200 μm, 400 μm and 600
μm width channels. For a 20 MHz SAW device the SAW wavelength (λ) is equal to λ=199.5
μm, due to the fact that the SAW velocity of the chosen direction of the transmission on the
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substrate is equal to 3990 m/s. Since each standing wave is away from the next one by a
distance of λ/2 = 99.75 μm, those channels would fit 2, 4 and 6 standing waves, respectively.
Although, a very good alignment and sorting has been achieved using these channels, the need
to collect the particles and cells at the outputs imposed the fabrication of a channel of width
equal to 100 μm that would fit only one standing wave inside [187]. Figure 6.3 shows the
particles getting stuck on the side walls, which drove the need of designing the microfluidic
channel with two extra inlets, for having a sheath flow which eliminates the effect of particles
getting close to the edges of the channel. The optimised inlets would have 30º angle between
each other [116], [188], as shown in Figure 6.4. Despite the fact that the problem of the particles
going on the edges was solved, another problem was encountered. The majority of both
populations were concentrated in the middle of the channel. Thus, while approaching the two
outlets the particles were equally flowing through both of the outlets, which compromised the
purity results. Consequently, the design of the channel changed to three outputs instead of two,
providing the solution of the smaller particles going through the middle and bottom outlet,
while the large particles were following the phase shift and released through the top outlet. The
bonding of the channel on top of the substrate was performed by hand, and the distance between
each standing wave is of the order of micrometres. Thus, a small change to the initial phase of
one of the transducers to the appropriate amount for each case was needed in order to achieve
the position of the standing wave to be on the centre of the channel.

Figure 6.3

100 μm microfluidic channel with no sheath flow.
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Figure 6.4

Image of microfluidic channel using sheath flow.

6.3 Alignment of 1, 3, 6 and 10 μm particles
The initial designed experiment was the alignment of particles of different diameter inside the
microfluidic channel during the excitation of both of the transducers in phase. The particles
tested were of 1, 3, 6 and10 μm in diameter and the results are demonstrated in the following
images. For the alignment of 1 μm particles, a 600 μm channel was used, the voltage driven to
each transducer through the amplifiers was set to 40Vp-p. The flow rate of the particles inside
the channel was set at 2 μl/min. All the particle details are given in Apendix A. The purpose of
this experiment was to verify the correct operation of the device and determine the limits of the
device regarding how small diameter particles it can acoustically trap at the nodes.

Figure 6.5

Alignment of 1 μm particles in a 600 μm microfluidic channel.
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The image in Figure 6.5 was captured using the x5 Hamamatsu lens at 100 μm per 145 pixels.
As it is readily obtained, the 1 μm particles are mostly concentrated at the nodes but there are
still many of them flowing around the nodal positions, providing the essential information of
the capabilities of this device in terms of how small diameter particles can align.
The purpose of the alignment of the rest of the particles of 3, 6 and 10 μm in diameter was
concentrated on finding the applied forces of the field on the particles regarding their diameter.
In order to estimate the magnitude of the acoustic pressure applied to the different diameter of
particles, the time taken for the particles to agglomerate at the nodes was measured, starting
from a randomly distributed state of motion. These experiments were repeated five times at
five different locations within the device using time-lapse microscopy. The drag force, Fd,
derived from the dimensions and density of the particles as well as the viscosity of the medium,
equation (3.20) (see section 3.6), allows the acoustic pressure amplitude acting on the particles
to be calculated. Those values were found to be (6.33±0.67)105 Pa, (2.47±0.64)105 Pa,
(1.84±0.41)105 Pa and (0.88±0.23)105 Pa for 1 μm, 3 μm, 6 μm and 10 μm diameter
polystyrene particles, respectively.

6.4 Sorting particles by size
This section describes the ability of the proposed method using the SAW device of sorting
particles of different diameter. As a starting point for the proof of concept sorting experiments
10 μm particles from 3 μm particles in a homogeneous medium inside a microfluidic channel
were conducted. The followed procedure and the results are summarised in section 6.4.1.
During the experiments the frequency of the transducers used was set to 20.00 MHz with the
amplitude of the signal set to a range of 30 to 36 Vp-p. At this frequency, the wavelength of
the sound waves on the substrate was λ = 199.5 µm (the velocity of sound on LiNbO3 at the
direction of emission is 3990 m/s) [189]. Each standing wave is formed at a distance of λ/2 =
99.75 µm from the previous one, where the particles agglomerate at the nodes under the
acoustic pressure acting on them. In order to eliminate the problem of the particles sinking to
the bottom of the syringe, a percentage of 30% histodenz density gradient solution was
introduced to the particle mixture so as to levitate the particles at the appropriate height in the
middle of the syringe, so that the particles could exit from the syringe while the flow pump was
working. Before the insertion of the particles inside the microfluidic channel, the channel was
treated with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) coating [190] for 30 minutes which made the
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surface of the substrate hydrophobic and also the sidewalls of the PDMS microfluidic channel,
thus avoiding the particles getting stuck on the edges of the channel or the substrate.

6.4.1

Sorting 10 and 3 μm particles in a flow

For the separation experiments that were performed, a mixture of particles of the two
populations was used. The particle density of the 10 μm and 3 μm polystyrene particles was
9.1 x 106 particles/ml and 1.68 x 108 particles/ml, respectively. The ratio of the mixture of the
10 μm and 3 μm particles was 1:18. There was no aggregation of particles observed at this
concentration. The time variant acoustic field was able to transport, and at the same time,
separate particles according to their size inside a microfluidic channel using a constant flow as
shown in Figure 6.6 from the right-hand side to the left. For this experiment, a ratio of 40% of
the 30% histodenz density gradient and 60% of the medium with particles has been used.
Hence, avoiding the particles sinking to the bottom of the syringe before they were even
introduced inside the tubes. In order to keep the same density of the mixture, the syringes that
feed the sheath flow inlets were diluted with 40% of the 30% histodenz density gradient and
60% of the medium as well.
Sheath flow

Ni
Particle flow
Sheath flow

Figure 6.6

Expected position of the particles as a function of time (represented by colour).

Figure 6.6 shows the expected behaviour of the large and small particles over time, with the
different colours representing a time interval in relation with the initial position of the node
indicated by Ni of the acoustic landscape, (black is equal to t0, purple t1, red t2, orange t3 and
yellow t4). Larger particles are moving at the direction of the phase shift, thus getting separated
from the initial mixture while aligned at the nodal line. Whereas, the smaller particles in size
experience less force and consequently they cannot travel past the nodal position.
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The image in Figure 6.7 shows particle traces as function of time (110 frames covering 25.7 s)
in a hyperstack of images as they have been collected out of an experiment with the parameters
of tramp set at 5.8 sec and trest equal to 1.6 sec. The colour time scale bar shows the change from
frame 1 darker black to frame 110 brighter white. As it is readily observed the 10 µm diameter
polystyrene particles follow the shifted acoustic field meaning they are moving from the nodal
line to the top side of the channel and exiting from the top outlet. While the 3 µm diameter
polystyrene particles stay close to the position of the original node, by experiencing less forces
than the larger particles, thus exiting form the middle and bottom outlets of the microfluidic
channel. The flow rate used for this experiment was set at 1μl/min, with the direction of the
particles shown from the right-hand side to the left. The program that was used in order to
capture all the images is the HCImage live of Hamamatsu, the objective lens used for this
experiment was the x10 Hamamatsu lens at 100 μm per 290 pixels and the frames taken per
second were 4.27 fps.
110
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Figure 6.7

Experimental results for sorting 10 and 3 μm particles in a flow using a SAW device.

The efficiency of this experiment was calculated equal to 100 %, since all the large particles
are getting separated from the smaller ones and leave the channel from the top outlet. While,
the purity was calculated at 71.7 %, providing a final grade of 85.85 %.
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6.5 Sorting live from dead cells in a flow
In this section, it is described how the ability of the DAF method for sorting cells regarding
their stiffness can be used for real life sciences applications, by using the SAW device
introduced earlier. After the successful experiments of sorting particles depending on their size,
the next step was to conduct experiments on cells with the goal to sort them regarding their
mechanical properties and more specifically regarding their stiffness.
The cells used were the Htert human tissue foreskin that have already been used for the
experiments in section 5.5, thus all the appropriate size, stiffness and density measurements of
each population taken, apply for this set of experiments as well. The fixation procedure
remained the same as described in section 5.5. For the separation experiments that were
performed, a mixture of the two populations of cells (live and dead) was used. The cell
concentration of the dead/fixed cells and of the live/unfixed cells was 3.5 x 104 cells/ml and
6.2 x 104 cells/ml, respectively. The ratio of the mixture of the dead and live cells was 1:1.77.
There was no aggregation of cells observed at this concentration. The time variant acoustic
field was able to transport, and at the same time, separate cells according to their stiffness in a
microfluidic channel using a SAW device as shown in Figure 6.8. Live cells are represented
with green colour while the stiffer dead cells are represented with red colour.
Sheath flow

Ni
Cell flow
Sheath flow

Figure 6.8

Expected position of live and dead cells as a function of time in a microfluidic channel
using a SAW device.

The experimental setup for the specific experiment displayed here is described as follows. The
frequency of operation of the transducers used was set to 19.77 MHz. At this frequency the
wavelength of the sound waves on the substrate is equal to λ = 201.8 μm, thus, each standing
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wave is formed at a distance of λ/2 = 100.9 μm achieving the desired one standing wave inside
the channel. The input amplitude used for this experiment for both transducers, before it was
fed to the amplifiers was set to Vin= 0.4 Vp-p and after the application of the amplifiers output
signal had a value equal to Vout= 31 Vp-p. Subsequently, each signal was fed to the transducers
as the input signal. In order to achieve the position of the standing wave to be at the centre of
the channel the initial phase of the slave channel was set at φslv = 50º. The parameters of the
phase shift were set at tramp = 2.7 sec and trest = 0.7 sec. The flow rate was set at 0.2 μl/min. The
channel was treated with BSA as described in the previous section. The medium that the cells
were suspended in for this experiment was the CO2 independent medium. The usage of 60%
CO2 medium and 40% of 30% Histodenz has been applied in both the sheath flow inlets and
the main cell flow inlet. The image in Figure 6.9 shows a stack of images of the experimental
results of sorting cells depending on their stiffness properties. The traces of the dead/fixed cells
are displayed with a red colour, while the traces of the live/unfixed cells are represented with
a green colour. The direction of the flow is from the right to the left-hand side.

Figure 6.9

Experimental results of sorting cells depending on their stiffness properties, in a
constant flow using the DAF method with a SAW device, the green and red colour
indicate the live/unfixed cells and dead/fixed cells, respectively.

The objective lens used for this experiment was the x5 Hamamatsu lens which corresponds to
100 μm per 145 pixels. The time between each frame was 4.77 s. During this experiment it was
not possible to image both populations at the same time, because different filters had to be used
in order to image the two different populations. Figure 6.9 was constructed by imaging first the
live cells using the filter for detecting the green fluorescent (shown in green colour) which were
stained using the live/dead stain kit. It can be concluded that the live cells were exiting only
from the bottom and middle outputs but never from the top one. The second stage of the
construction of Figure 6.9, was to use the normal filter of the microscope for detection of any
object, observing cells going out of all the outlets top, middle and bottom. Therefore, the
assumption was made that only dead cells are exiting from the top outlet.
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6.6 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter the experimental setup using the DAF method with the SAW device for sorting
particles and cells was presented. Experimental results of focusing and sorting particles
depending on their size were demonstrated. More specifically for the focusing experiments
alignment of particles of 1 μm, 3 μm, 6 μm and 10 μm diameter was achieved in a constant
flow. Experimental results were demonstrated of the DAF method using the SAW device of
sorting 10 μm from 3 μm polystyrene particles in a constant flow inside a microfluidic channel.
Sorting experiments were conducted of dead from live cells in a constant flow.
The conclusions of this set of experiments are that the DAF method can be applied also in a
SAW device and successfully sort particles depending on their size. For the cell sorting
experiments relating to cell stiffness, the experiments showed that the acoustic manipulation
technique could demonstrate that this cell sorting was possible, providing encouraging initial
results for future work. If simultaneous imaging of both populations could be achieved, then a
better understanding of the DAF method on this type of sorting would be available for
examination.
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7.

Dynamic Acoustic Rotating Field

7.1 Principle of operation
A new idea for sorting particles different than the already proposed DAF method is the
Dynamic Acoustic Rotating Field (DARF). The name came from the acoustic field that is
newly formed every time when a pair of transducers is excited alternately one after the other.
Due to their position the acoustic field appears to be rotating. The principle of operation is very
similar to the one that was described in section 4.1. Consequently, every time two opposing
transducers are excited, particles and cells are aligned under the acoustic pressure field acting
on them due to the formed standing waves. The basic concept of this idea is to place two pairs
of opposing transducers in such way so they form a cross and then excite each pair alternately
as shown in Figure 7.1. This would lead to sorting larger particles in diameter from smaller.
Larger particles would experience much higher forces and they would follow the acoustic field
faster than the smaller, thus if not allowing enough time for the small ones to follow, by
changing to the next pair of transducers, the smaller particles would stay in place and the larger
would move again closer to the nodes.
2nd pair of
TDXs

1st pair
of TDXs

Figure 7.1

Schematic illustration of two pairs of opposing transducers and their wave excitation
forming standing waves.

This technique is based on the time between the change from the first pair of transducers to the
next pair and on how many repeats are following. By selecting these two factors, particle
sorting depending on size can be achieved. The same effect can be achieved with three pairs of
transducers with the third pair finding its place in the diagonal in between the two other pairs.
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7.2 Acoustic separation simulations
What was described above has been simulated with the WaveDyn program. Figure 7.2 shows
the result from the simulation under the effect of two switching pairs of transducers. Two
different types of particles were simulated, 10 μm and 3 μm, for 0.5 sec for every repeat, for
several repeats. All the particle details are given in Apendix A.

Figure 7.2

Simulation results for the behaviour of the rotating field over time (a) Initial position
(b) effect of first pair (c) effect of the second pair (d) effect of the first pair again (e)
end of run with the effect of the second pair again.

As it is shown in Figure 7.2(a), at the initial point the particles are randomly distributed.
Although, as the time passes and the pairs of the TDXs are alternately excited, the large
particles are getting trapped in the nodes, while the small ones cannot follow because the time
is too short for them to get under the effect of the acoustic field as shown in Figures 7.2(b),
7.2(c), 7.2(d) and 7.2(e). The reason for this is because the acoustic forces acting on a smaller
particle are weaker than on a larger one, which influence the velocity of the particle, thus if the
time between the switching is fast enough it does not allow the small particles to move. The
most important parameters in this case are the voltage applied and the duration of excitation of
each pair of transducers before the next switching to the next pair.
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Similar results can be obtained under the effect of three pairs of transducers. Figure 7.3
demonstrates the result of the simulation of three pairs of transducers under the application of
the DARF method, at the initial point shown in Figure 7.3(a) and at the end of the run Figure
7.3(b). The difference between using two or three pairs of transducers is the acquired pattern
on the active region of operation. In the case of the 2 pairs of TDXs square patterns can be
observed, while in the case of the three pairs of TDXs hexagon patterns are detected.

Figure 7.3

Simulation results for the behaviour of the rotating field using 3 pairs of transducers
over time (a) Initial position (b) end of run.

7.3 Experimental results of the DARF method using two pairs of
transducers
For the purposes of this set of experiments, the experimental setup used was the same as the
one described in section 5.1. The differences on the execution of the experiment were, by using
the same octagon shaped device, two pairs of TDXs were used instead of utilising only one
pair. In order to achieve this, a splitter was attached to each channel of the generator, providing
the exact same signal properties in each TDX of the pair. Figure 7.4 illustrates the experimental
setup that was used. The Labview code used to control the signal generator has been modified
in order to be able to switch off and on the channels on demand at the required time.
During the experiments the frequency of the transducers used was set to f = 4.00 MHz with the
amplitude of the signal set at Vin = 1.2 Vp-p, which after the amplification was Vout = 8 Vp-p
on each transducer. At this frequency, the wavelength of the sound waves in water is
λ = 370 µm (the velocity of sound in water is 1480 m/s). Each standing wave is formed at a
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distance of λ/2 = 185 µm, from the previous one, where the particles agglomerate at the nodes
under the acoustic pressure acting on them.

A

Ch. 1

TDX
A

TDX

Inverted
Microscope

Signal Generator
Ch. 2

Amplifiers

A

A

Figure 7.4

Experimental setup using the BAW device for applying the DARF method using 2 pairs
of transducers.

Figure 7.5 demonstrates the results of the effect of the rotating field with the use of two pairs
of opposing transducers. A hyperstack of images analysed from the free software Fiji (Image
J) is displayed. The polystyrene particles that were used in this experiment had diameter of 10
μm and 3 μm and for this particular experiment. The duration of the excitation of each pair was
set to 0.5 seconds and the repeats were 30 for each pair, which concludes to 60 repeats in total.
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Figure 7.5

Experimental results of the DARF using two pairs of transducers for sorting particles
of diameter 10 μm and 3 μm.

As it can be observed, the larger particles 10 μm follow the rotating acoustic field, while the 3
µm diameter particles stay close to their initial position. The objective lens used for this
experiment was the x10 Hamamatsu lens which corresponds to 100 μm per 290 pixels, the time
between each frame was 1 s. The experimental results of the particle sorting using the DARF
method follow exactly the behaviour of the simulation results which described earlier in section
7.2. The efficiency of this experiment was calculated at 92.2 % and the purity was calculated
at 93 %, providing a final grade of 92.6 %.

7.4 Experimental results of the DARF method using three pairs of
transducers
For the purposes of this set of experiments, the experimental setup used was the same as the
one described in section 7.3. The differences on the execution of the experiment were, by using
the same octagon shaped device, three pairs of TDXs were used instead of utilising two pairs.
Figure 7.6 illustrates the experimental setup that was used.
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Figure 7.6

Experimental setup using the BAW device for applying the DARF method utilising 3
pairs of transducers.

Figure 7.7 demonstrates the results of the effect of the rotating field with the usage of three
pairs of opposing transducers. A hyperstack of images analysed from the free software Fiji
(Image J) is displayed. The polystyrene particles that were used in this experiment had diameter
of 10 μm and 3 μm. For this particular experiment the duration of the excitation of each pair
was set to 0.75 seconds and the repeats were 49 for each pair, which concludes to 98 repeats in
total.
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Figure 7.7

Experimental results of the DARF using three pairs of transducers for sorting particles
of diameter 10 μm from 3 μm.

The objective lens used for this experiment was the x10 Hamamatsu lens which corresponds
to 100 μm per 290 pixels, the time between each frame was 1 s. The experimental results show
a good similarity compared to the simulation results described in section 7.2. The efficiency of
this experiment was calculated at 87 % and the purity was calculated at 81.2 %, providing a
final grade of 84.1 %.

7.5 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter a novel acoustic manipulation method of particles and cells was presented. The
principle of operation of the dynamic acoustic rotating field by continuously change the excited
pair of the opposing transducers was demonstrated. Acoustic separation simulations were
presented in order to demonstrate the ability of the proposed method to sort particles and cells
depending on their size. The experimental setup using the BAW device for sorting particles
and cells by applying the DARF method was presented. Experimental results of sorting
polystyrene particles of diameter 10 μm from 3 μm were demonstrated by using the DARF
method with two different setups. The first setup demonstrated was by using two pairs of
opposing transducers and the second setup was by using three pairs of transducers for applying
the DARF method.
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As a conclusion the DARF method was tested under the simulations and then verified by
experiments. The comparison between the experimental results and the simulations was
outstanding. Finally the proof of concept was established. Both setups worked really well but
the setup using two pairs of TDXs was the most promising for future work since it can provide
the sorting result faster than the 3 pair setup. An application for this technique could be used
in cell cultures were the growth of the cells of interest should be in a specific pattern.
Alternatively, the growth of the targeted cells or bacteria would need to be isolated from other
smaller cells.
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8.

Conclusions and future work

In this final chapter of this thesis a conclusion of the undertaken research of this work is
demonstrated. This thesis was focused on the development of ultrasonic manipulation methods
of particles and cells. By using two devices for acoustophoretic manipulation, BAW and SAW
devices, the sorting of particles and cells was achieved. The performance of the novel method
proposed in this work is discussed and compared to other particle manipulation approaches.
The outcomes are concluded here.
The ultrasonic manipulation technology as described in Chapter 2, compared to other
technologies used for particle and cell manipulation has demonstrated great capabilities and
flexibility in analytical chemistry and biological applications. Advantages of this technology
include versatility, low cost and easy microfluidic system integration. Furthermore, the
advantage of preservation of cell viability and the generation of appropriate forces to handle
cells of sizes up to tens of microns was described.
A novel acoustic manipulation method of particles and cells was presented in Chapter 4. The
principle of operation of the DAF method was to continuously change the phase of one of the
opposing transducers in order to translate the acoustic field that was formed. The acoustic
simulations produced to demonstrate the sorting capability of the proposed method were
presented. There were two types of performed simulations, one for sorting particles due to their
size difference and one for sorting depending on their density difference. The results of both
simulations were very promising. The advantages of using the DAF method are summarised
by the shearless, label-free and low damage characteristics that make this method of
manipulation particularly suited for biological applications. Including its inherent safety and
biocompatibility and the opportunity to operate over large distances at the scale of 1-2 cm.
The design and fabrication of the BAW device was based on the preliminary work completed
by A.L Bernassau, where a PZT transducer was placed in each side of an octagon shaped cavity.
Thus, any problems or difficulties that may have occurred through the fabrication process of
the materials or the methods were already solved. A new device with the same expected
properties was fabricated to demonstrate the repeatability of the method through the device.
The characterisation of the opposing IDTs to be used for this type of device showed a very
good match and a good frequency response. As a conclusion a robust device that could apply
the DAF method was ready to be used.
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The experimental setup using the BAW device was demonstrated and the DAF method has
been put under test by conducting sorting experiments of particles of different diameter.
Experimental results of sorting 45 μm from 10 μm polystyrene particles were demonstrated to
achieve efficiency and purity of 100 %, sorting 10 μm from 6 μm polystyrene particles was
achieved with efficiency and purity reaching 97.2 % and 97 %, respectively, sorting 10 μm
from 8 μm polystyrene particles was achieved with efficiency and purity reaching 96 % and 64
%, respectively, sorting 6 μm from 5 μm polystyrene particles was achieved with efficiency
and purity reaching 90.5 % and 50 %, respectively. The proposed method’s capability of sorting
particles and cells over long distances has been verified. Leading to the conclusion of a perfect
sorting presented in the case of the 45 μm and 10 μm particle sorting experiment. Sorting
particles of lower size difference has been achieved, although, when the difference between the
particles’ diameter was getting lower, the efficiency and the purity of the sorting capability was
getting reduced as well. The lowest difference of particle diameter sorting achieved was of 1μm
difference. By translating the capability of the DAF method to biological applications,
successful experiments were conducted for sorting cells of different size. The conclusions made
were that cells can be sorted regarding their size with the maximum of efficiency and purity
using the DAF method. Dead cells have different stiffness from live cells which was verified
by experiments and cells of different stiffness can by sorted by using the DAF method.
The design and fabrication of the SAW device was based on conventional techniques described
in the literature, using a LiNbO3 substrate. Two different fabricating techniques were followed
for the construction of the IDTs. Using the electron beam lithography tools for testing the
pattern of the written IDTs and once it was concluded a chrome mask containing the desired
patterns was produced for using the photolithography technique. Both techniques were
successful with the photolithography technique being slightly easier, less complicated and
faster, though the electron beam lithography technique was more accurate in terms of
alignment.
The methods of the fabricated microfluidic channels were presented accompanied with the
bonding technique of the channel on top of the substrate in order to fabricate a throughput SAW
device. The first step towards the fabrication of the microfluidic channel was to produce an
SU8 mould that could host the PDMS for making the channel. The challenges of making the
SU8 mould were mostly dependant on the behaviour of the material. Thus, in order to achieve
the desired thickness of the channel, the spinning and baking times of SU8 were thoroughly
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investigated. Also a challenging factor of this fabrication, was to achieve steep slopes of the
sidewalls, which were mostly dependant on the exposure time under the UV light during the
photolithography process for writing the pattern on the SU8. A challenge was encountered
regarding the bonding of the PDMS channel on the substrate, as bonding was performed by
hand and there was a small time window for the bond to be made after the O2 plasma procedure.
The alignment of the microfluidic channel was an issue, misaligned devices needed to be
cleaned and bonded again. The identified solution was to put a drop of methanol on top of the
substrate right before the bond was made, allowing enough time for the alignment to happen
without preventing the bond to happen. The initial design of the microfluidic channel had one
inlet and two outlets. Although, driven by the experimental results a sheath flow had to be
added to stop particles from getting stuck on the sidewalls, while an extra outlet was added for
achieving better efficiency and purity ratios.
The experimental setup using the SAW device was demonstrated and the DAF method has
been put under test by conducting sorting experiments of particles of different diameter in a
constant flow. Experimental results of focusing depending on the particle size were
demonstrated, by aligning particles of 1 μm, 3 μm, 6 μm and 10 μm diameter in a constant
flow. Moreover, experimental results of sorting 10 μm from 3 μm polystyrene particles in a
throughput utilising the DAF method on the SAW device were demonstrated. The experimental
results were successful, reaching an efficiency of 100% and purity of 71.7% and verified the
correct function of the proposed method by collecting the sorted populations from different
outlets. Experimental results for sorting cells in a constant flow depending on their stiffness
properties were demonstrated. The conclusion made was that the dead (stiffer) cells were
following the translated acoustic field. Also, it was concluded that the live cells were behaving
as expected, meaning they could not follow the translation of the acoustic field but it was not
possible to determine if there was any contamination of the purity of the results. For
further/future work, it is suggested to solve these imaging problems and verify the proof of the
concept of sorting cells of different stiffness by using the DAF method.
Lastly, a novel approach of sorting particles and cells depending on their size properties was
proposed. The principle of operation of the dynamic acoustic rotating field was demonstrated
by continuously switching between the excited pairs of the opposing transducers. Acoustic
separation simulations were presented, with the use of two and three pairs of opposing
transducers in order to demonstrate the ability of the proposed DARF method to sort particles
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and cells depending on their size. The simulation results concluded that the proposed method
could be used in order to sort particles and cells regarding their size.
Experimental results of sorting polystyrene particles of diameter 10 μm from 3 μm were
demonstrated by using the DARF method with two different setups. The first setup
demonstrated used two pairs of opposing transducers and the second setup was by using three
pairs of transducers. The experimental results were successful, verifying the concept of the
DARF method, concluding to a remarkably good correlation to the simulations, with efficiency
and purity reaching 92.2 % and 93 %, respectively. Considering that the proof of concept has
been established, for future research more experiments are recommended to be taken using
different sets of particles in diameters, translate the concept to biological cells and examine
further the time and repetitions of the switching of the pairs in order to map the parameter
landscape and determine the limitations of the device and method. Moreover, a way of
collecting the sorted particles and cells should be further explored to demonstrate the ability of
translating this method to real life applications.
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Appendix A
The details of the polystyrene particle, used for the experiments of Chapters 5, 6 and 7 are
demonstrated here, as given by the supplier:
Density = 1.05g/cm3
Hazards: Harmless-use normal precautions
1) Nominal Reference Values:
45.0µm mean diameter
2.5% solids (w/v) aqueous suspension Coefficient of Variance (CV): 10% Crosslinked with
divinylbenzene
4.99 x 105 particles/ml

2) Nominal Reference Values
25um particles
1.1 x 107 particles/ml

3) Nominal Reference Values:
10.0µm mean diameter
2.5% solids (w/v) aqueous suspension Coefficient of Variance (CV): 10% Crosslinked with
divinylbenzene
4.55 x 107 particles/ml

4) Monodisperse Polystyrene
8.13um SD=0.12um
10% w/v aqueous suspension, CV 1.4%
3.4x108 particles/ml

5) Nominal Reference Values:
6.00µm mean diameter
2.5% solids (w/v) aqueous suspension Coefficient of Variance (CV): 10%
2.10 x 108 particles/ml
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6) Nominal Reference Values:
3.00µm mean diameter
2.5% solids (w/v) aqueous suspension Coefficient of Variance (CV): 5%
1.68 x 109 particles/ml
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Cell culture protocol of H-tert that was followed:
1.

Switch on the sterile cabinet and swab down with 70% ethanol.

2.

Warm up the DMEM media, hepes saline and trypsin/versene in 37 ºC water bath.

3.

Remove the media from the flask and gently rinse once with 5ml of Hepes Saline and
discard.

4.

Add 5 ml of trypsin/versene (20ml versene + 0.5 ml trypsin) to flask.

5.

Check periodically under the microscope to ensure cells are getting detached. While
cells are detaching syringe filter DMEM media.

6.

Add 5 ml filtered DMEM media to flask and gently shake.

7.

Remove cell suspension into a sterile plastic universal tube and pipette a few times.

8.

Centrifuge at 1400 rpm for 4 min.

9.

Once centrifuge has stopped, pour off media from cell pellet and resuspend cells in 5
ml of media to give a single cell suspension.

10.

Perform cell count using haemocytometer.

11.

Add 0.25 ml -0.5 ml cells to flask depending on how confluent the cells need to be for
the next passage.
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Fixation protocol of the cells that was followed:
1.

Trypsinise cells as normal until there is a cell pellet.

2.

Suspend in media (with FBS).

3.

Leave for 30 min to recover (with gentle agitation).

4.

Centrifuge cells using 1000rpm for 3 min and suspend in PBS.

5

Mix 1:1 with 8% formaldehyde fixation solution (a stock was made in advance of
40ml PBS, 2g sucrose and 10ml of 37% formaldehyde).

6.

Leave for 15 min.

7.

Centrifuge fixed cells using 1000rpm for 3 min

8.

Suspend in PBS with 1mM Tris.

9.

Shake for 30 min.

10.

Centrifuge and suspend in PBS.

11

Centrifuge and suspend in PBS.

12.

These cells are ready as fixed cells. They can be kept for a week in the fridge.
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Matlab source code for simulation graphs for applied acoustic forces based on size and density
of the particles.
Array_j = zeros(1,10);
Array_i = zeros(1,10);
Array_ij = zeros(10,10);
i = 10;
for j=1:1:10
Array_j(j) = i^2 + 5*j + 3;
end
j = 10;
for i=1:1:10
Array_i(i) = i^2 + 5*j + 3;
end
for j=1:1:10
for i=1:1:10
Array_ij(j,i) = i^2 + 5*j + 3;
end
end
v=253.15065e-6;
%% change this value (velosity)
viscwater=1e-3;
denswater=1000;
speedbead=1962;
densbead=1055;
Fa_d= zeros(1,18);
Fa_pc= zeros(1,26);
Fa_d_pc=zeros(1,10);
speedwater=1480; %speed of sound in water
freq=4e6; %operating frequency
lambda=speedwater/freq;

%wavelength of the sound

constg=9.81; %gravity
po=22274; % max pressure amplitude

%speedbead=1962;
for d= 3:1:40 ; % diameter of particles in um % this will change from 3 to 20 with step 1
for pc= 1:1:3000;
test_beadradius=(d*10^(-6))/2;
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beadvol= (4/3)*pi*test_beadradius^3;
Vc = beadvol;

k=2*pi/lambda;
compbead=1/(densbead*speedbead^2); % compressability
compwater=1/(denswater*speedwater^2);
bc = compbead; %compressibility of the particle
bw = compwater; %compressibility of the medium
pw = 1000; % dencity of the surrounding medium in this case water
cfactor= (5*pc-2*pw)/(2*pc+pw)-(bc/bw);%The accoustic contrast factor
% Calculate the acoustic forces
Fa_d_pc(d,pc)=((pi*po^2*Vc*bw)/lambda)*cfactor;
end;

end;
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